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Kenyon ready to 'seek a new world'
Inauguration weekend for Georgia Nugent described as an event 'of historic proportions'
BY KELLY SMALLWOOD

Staff Reporter

This weekend, the Kenyon
community will formally undergo

transition that has occurred only
times previously: the inaugue
presiration of a new,
dent. On Friday afternoon, the festivities marking the inauguration
of S. Georgia Nugent, will beno expenses spared, no corgin
ners cut.
The weekend will be "one of
historic proportions," according
to Howard Sacks, Special Assistant to the President and head of
the inaugural planning committee.
"Inaugural celebrations are complex public events that involve ...
local attention to myriad details.
Thanks to a wonderful planning
committee and my extraordinara

17

full-tim-

various locations across campus
and throughout Knox County that
will allow students, faculty and
community members to step out of
their primary disciplines for a day
and try something new or out of
the ordinary. People will have opportunities to learn how to dance

the samba, experience organic
farming, understand the science
behind beer and view the restora-

tion of the Woodward Opera
House in Mount Vernon, among
many other offerings.
"The general idea of the
events." said Sacks, "in keeping

with the 'To Seek a Newer World'
theme, is to invite people to explore new worlds; to get people to
step out of their 'boxes' their
jobs, their work, whatever it is
and to try something new."
Next on the docket is the
dinner scheduled for Fri- all-colle-

ge

Kenyon celebrates Diwali

world-renowne-

d

sure; and the African duo of
Abdoulaye Diabate and Bouba

abbre-

Discover Kenyon and Knox
County," a series of 20 events in

featuring

classical guitarist Martha
Masters; "thumbpicker" Eddie
Pennington, who was recently
named an American living trea-

viated class schedule, the entire
community will be invited to participate in the premier affair of the

weekend, entitled "Hands On:

"which is most definitely not hot
dogs and hamburgers," according
to Sacks, will also follow the inaugural theme, showcasing diverse world dishes and using food
artistically.
More remarkable events will
unfold as darkness falls on
Kenyon Friday night. "Guitar

Wizards"

ily talented assistant, Susan
Manecke, we have gotten through
the many months of planning as
smoothly as could be expected.
And we've tried to have some fun
in the process."

Following tomorrow's

day evening in Peirce and
Dempsey halls. This dinner,

Toskhan J. M. Cooper Shelton

Alms for Shanthi, a New York based band that combines traditional Indian music with Western syles, were part of
the Diwali celebrations held in Gund Commons on Saturday.

Sacko will take place in Rosse
Hall at 8 p.m. Following this display, the community will be given
more musical celebration, as various student singing groups will
serenade spectators on the South
Quad while the windows of Old
Kenyon are illuminated, a longstanding tradition, to welcome the
new president.
Saturday morning events include several inaugural panel discussions, followed by a reading by
Robert Fagles, the Arthur W.
Marks ' 19 Professor of Comparative Literature at Princeton University. Fagles will be reading
from his translation of The Odys- see CELEBRATION, page two

Senate requests pong ban be lifted Former mayor files appeal
AKILAH AMAPINDI AND
ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
Collegian Staff
BY

Senate has voted to support
the proposal put forward by Student Council recommending that
the Student Affairs Office reconsider the current policy on the ban
of drinking games. After a long
debate last Thursday, Senate decided to support the proposal by
a

vote.
Senate also authorized
Kirsten Bierlein '04 and
Associate Professor of Drama Jon
Tazewell to draft a letter informing the administration of their
support for the proposal, and asking it to reconsider the ban on
drinking games.
This was the second time Student Council presented their proposal to Senate. When they did so
at the previous Senate meeting,
Senate returned the legislation,
7-4-

-2

co-Cha-

irs

asking Coucil to add language recognizing that drinking games are
not a responsible form of drinking.
"I would describe Student
Council's action as an amendment," said Tazewell. "Student
Council's position with regard to
the College policy on drinking
games did not change from one
point to another. They were unanimous in their request for a repeal
of the policy. At the request of Senate, they amended their proposal
to include an admission that drinking games are not a responsible
form of drinking."
"Student Council added language to our justification for why
we thought a change in policy is

important," Council President
Tom Susman '04 said. "In particular, we added two statements saying that we understand that drinking games are not a responsible

form of drinking. . . . The changed
language occurs under the 'Ac

knowledging' section at the top of
the document, and the statement
about the low responsibility exhibited with drinking games in the
'Rationale' section."
Associate Professor of Chemistry Rosemary Marusak, Bryan
Stokes '05, Associate Dean of Students Cheryl Steele and Dean for

Academic Support Richard
Switzer voted against the bill,
while Anna Bierlen '04 and Dean
of Students Don Omahan abstained. Marusak, talking to the
Collegian, cited two reasons for
her decision to vote against it. She
said that she thought it was always
better to err on the side of caution
rather than letting students take
part in activities which could be
harmful to them. She also explained that Kenyon could be setting itself up for a lawsuit by abolishing the policy.

Class

Junior
see

President

SENATE, page two

to convert house to triplex
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Former Gambier Mayor Jennifer
Farmer and her husband, Michael,
have appealed a Knox County Common Pleas Court decision that would
have prevented them from converting
a duplex on Wiggin Street into a triplex. The appeal, arguing that parts of
the Gambier zoning code are illegally
vague, is the latest action in a legal
battle that began in 2001 and will send
the dispute over the Gambier zoning
code to the Knox County Court of
Appeals for the second time.

Tonight: Mostly cloudy. High:

47F, low: 28F
Friday: Sunny. High: 54F,
37F.

low:

The building in question is a
house, owned by the Farmers, located
at 203 Wiggin Street, near Wiggin
Street Elementary School. In 200 1 , the
Farmers appeared before the Gambier
Planning and Zoning Commission,
seeking to make one room of the building an efficiency apartment and thus
create a triplex.
Both the Commission and a Village zoning appeals committee denied
this application, saying the triplex
could possibly increase traffic and
harm the surrounding area
The Farmers appealed to the
see

ZONING, page three

Saturday: Few showers. High:
55F, low: 40F.
Sunday: Showers. High: 49F,
low: 37F.
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Unity House officially opened

Hi

October 15 - 21, 2003

BY AMY BERGEN

News Editor

Oct. 16, 12:26 a.m. - Medical call regarding ill student
at Bushnell Hall. College
physician was contacted.
Oct. 18, 1:06 a.m. Vandalism;
lotion or shampoo on
floors, walls, ceilings at
--

Hanna Hall.
Oct. 18, 1:15 a.m. - Underage consumption of alcohol
at Mather Residence.
Oct. 18, 1:56 p.m. - Fire
alarm at McBride Residence
caused by paint fumes.
Oct. 18, 2:01 a.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at
Old Kenyon.
Oct. 18, 3:15 p.m. - Medi-

cal call regarding student
with cut finger at the Art
Barn. Student taken to
Health and Counseling Center.

Oct. 18, 3:27 a.m.

- Fire
alarm, pull station pulled at
Mather Residence. No smoke

or fire found.
Oct. 18, 3:48 a.m. - Fire,
door set on fire at Watson
Hall.
Oct. 18, 4:39 a.m. - Vandal-

ism, broken ceiling tile at
Old Kenyon
Oct. 18, 8:51 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at

McBride Residence.

Oct. 18,

p.m. - Drugs, paraphernalia found outside of
9

Gund Hall.
Oct. 18, 10:24 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol, en-

dangering behavior regarding
person riding on top of car.
Oct. 18, 11:13 p.m. - Drinking
game being played in room at
Old Kenyon.
Oct. 19, 1:06 a.m. - Vandalism,

broken ceiling tile at Old
Kenyon
Oct. 19, 1:21 a.m. - Fire alarm
at Watson Hall, smoke detector activated due to cooking in
the kitchen.
Oct 19, 1:59 a.m. - Vandalism in
restroom at Leonard Hall, doors
removed.
Oct 19, 2:36 a.m. - Vandalism,
broken ceiling tile in restroom at
Old Kenyon.
Oct 19, 4:58 p.m. - Non-injuvehicle accident on College Drive.
Oct. 19, 8:28 p.m. - Medical call
regarding student with sprained
ankle. Student will call College
physician in morning if needed.
Oct 20, 8:11 p.m. - Medical call
regarding ill student at Gund Hall.
Student was transported to the
Health and Counseling Center.
Oct 21, 1:12 a.m. - Vandalism,
painting on walls of elevator at
Caples Residence.
ry

Celebration: A weekend
fit for a new President
CONTINUED from Page One
sey , and then he and Nugent will
offer addresses at the Installation
Ceremony on Samuel Mather
at
Lawn, weather-permittin2:30 p.m. on Saturday afternoon.
Afterwards, Cromwell Cottage
Lawn will be the site of a reception in honor of Nugent's official
installment.
Get out your dancing shoes
for the Inaugural Ball on Saturday night, because the walls of
g,

Peirce Great Hall and Upper
Dempsey will reverberate to the

sound of live music from
Yumbambe, a salsa jazz band,
and three community bands: the
T.J. Lewis Blues Review, the
Prickly Bops and Milo Pullman
and the Second Thoughts.
for the
Dress is
event, which means coats and ties
for men and dresses or skirts and
blouses for women.
semi-form-

al

Thursday, October 23, 2003

"Dress up in your fanciest," said
Sacks, not only to acknowledge the
magnitude of the event, but also to fit
in with the decor, as "Peirce Hall will
be decorated like you've never seen it
before."
The Ball will end when the clock
strikes midnight, but the events will
continue on Sunday afternoon at the
Brown Family Environmental Center,
where there will be "A Fall Celebration for the Knox County Community." Community members will be
able to carve pumpkins, play games,
e
string music.
and listen to
old-tim-

Sacks has been "particularly
pleased at the active involvement of
so many people students, staff,
faculty, administration, and townspeople in planning and preparing
for this weekend. Inaugural celebrations are of great value, in part, because they provide an opportunity
for the entire community to come
together."

Due to staff and editorial eddor, two points in the Oct. 16,
2003, Collegian article "Senate and Student Council disagree on
ban of drinking games" require clarification. In contrast to Collegian policy, quotes in the article were not directly from sources,
but were from draft minutes of the Senate meeting. Also, the headSenate reline did not fully explain the content of the meeting
did not
but
to
that
by
body,
Council
resolution
proposed
turned the
express support for the ban. The Collegian apoogizes for any confusion arising from these errors.

Kenyon's Unity House was officially dedicated on Oct 1 1 at 1 p.m. in
a ceremony entitled "Many Hands,
One Goal: Unity." The Unity House,
the new center in Bexley 100A that
serves as a GLBTQQA (Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning and Allies) resource center as
well as a gathering place for many campus events, has been up and running
since the beginning of this school year.

The ceremony proved its "many
hands" title accurate when four individuals cut the ribbon: Vice President
of Alumni Council Scott Baker '94,
GALA (Gay and Lesbian Acceptance)
steering committee Brad Koogler '88,

and

House

Schlessinger-Guidel-

li

co-manag- ers

Tom
'05 and Emily

Balf'05.
'This weekend had a truly significant meaning," said Densil Porteous
'02, who added that the dedication occurred during Homecoming Weekend
and the first GALA reunion weekend
at Kenyon. "It was the homecoming
for many gay alumni who have not
been back to Kenyon since their graduation. The dedication ceremony also
occurred on National Coming Out
Day." Faculty, adiTiinistration, students
and alumni all gathered for the ceremony. Porteous added that speakers
Schlessinger-Guidell- i,
Baker, Koogler
and President S. Georgia Nugent
"showed a picture of Kenyon's past,
present and future and the dedication
it will take to continue to create a safe
and accepting environment"
Schlessinger-Guidell- i,
in his remarks to the audience, said that "the
Kenyon College GLBTQ community lies on the brink of one of its most
exciting new developments." He detailed the history of the Unity House,

an idea that had been discussed among
"a former era of student leaders at
Kenyon... students who had been
discussing this idea for years how
and where? Was there a need? Is the
college readyT'The idea did not come
to fruition until last fall, Schlessinger-Guidel- li
said. "Koogler and Peter

'88... came and visited

Gudaitis

Kenyon in October of last year. They

met with many members of the
Kenyon GLBT community." In these
meetings, both students and alumni
decided that "the biggest thing we as
a community were missing was a resource center." Several students proposed the idea to the adininistration,
and in the spring of 2003, plans were
finalized.
'1 think it's essential," Gudaitis,
the GALA steering committee
and a member of the GALA
alumni association, said of the Unity
House. "It makes Kenyon competico-conven-

tive with colleges

er

of similar

caliber. . .and it's just the right thing to
do. It shows that the College recognizes that the GLBTQ community
is important enough and sensible
enough to know the needs of its constituency."
Schlessinger-Guidell-

who

i,

shares House management responsin
bilities with Balf and
Shuart '04, said that "It's a great
Kate-Robi-

re-

source for faculty and staff who are
coming out or who have friends and
children who are coming out" He
mentioned that the house has an extensive library and also a "safe space"
for GLBTQ community members.

Porteous predicted that "the
Unity House will serve as a solidifier
within the Kenyon GLBTQ commuobserved
nity." Schlessinger-Guidel- li
that such solidarity is already happening "A sense of community has been
formed that is well beyond what has

-

existed in the past" In addition to a
discussion series, the house has hosted
a queer literary group, led by Assistant Professor of English Jesse Matz,
and provided research space for Professor of Womens' studies Laurie
Finke's classes in feminist methodologies. "We're hoping to keep the queer

literary
Schlessinger-Guidell-

group

going," said
"and trying to

i,

do monthly and
potlucks
with faculty and administrators."
The space itself was provided by
the College, according to Gudaitis,
who said that "there were lots of places
on campus where it was possible."The
location on North Campus near the
Bexley Apartments makes the house
bi-mont-

hly

.highly accessible

to students.
praised the administration, saying that "I could literally list tons of people," who supported the acquisition of the space. He
named Associate Dean of Students
Cheryl Steele, Dean of Students Don
Omahan, Professor of Classics Robert Bennett, and former Dean of Residential Life Sam Hughes as particularly helpful.
Gudaitis observed that the climate of campus has changed significantly since he was a student almost a
decade ago, when he said "only about
a dozen students" had come out to the
community. "Not long ago, when I
was a student here and earlier, there
was a lot of open hostility," he said.
"Around when I matriculated, Professors Bennett and Professor of Biology Ryn Edwards had just come
out, and that was difficult for the campus." He saw the planning and opening of the Unity House as "an important step forward in terms of reconciliation for the alumni, as much as it
was for the students . . . some alumni returning to campus were visibly emotionally moved to be back here."
Schlessinger-Guildel- li

Senate: Votes for pong repeal
CONTINUED from Page One
Stokes, however, cited a different
reason for voting the resolution.
"The changes to the proposed
legislation were wholly insignificant," he said. "At the previous
meeting, Dean Omahan expressed
a desire to work with Council to
significantly revise their proposal
in order to address both the concerns of the administration and
those of the student body. It is apparent, though, that Council chose
to act hastily to provide Senate
with token revisions, rather than
endeavoring to undertake a meaningful reconsideration of their initial proposal."
"I found it necessary to dissent
in this matter, because the legislation presented to Senate lacked any
modicum of supporting evidence,"
Stokes said. "The sole argument
for eradicating the policy appeared
to be that the student body disagrees with this policy and that
drinking games have been pushed
underground as a result. I am cognizant of the fact that gathering statistical evidence of underground
activity would be a bit ridiculous.
However Senate was not even pro

vided with actual student complaints, nor the numbers of complaints received."

Faculty Senator Devin
Stauffer, who was one of the
strongest critics of the original proposal, voted in favor of
the amended version.
"I am not a proponent of
the ban on drinking games,"
said Stauffer. "My position at
the first meeting was only that
the tone of Student Council's
original statement was wrong.
It was too defensive and didn't

acknowledge that drinking
games are often a particularly
clear form of irresponsible
drinking that is not to say,
though, that banning them is
the best response."
Susman also voted in favor

of supporting the amendment.

"Students will continue to play
drinking games whether there is
a policy or not, establishing a
prohibition only serves to set a
negative tone," he said. "I justify the repeal of this ban because ... I believe it is causing
more harm than good. The ban
is encouraging covert forms of
drinking that I would argue are
often more dangerous to students."
However, the final decision
about the fate of the legislation
lies with President Georgia
Nugent. "I would imagine but
cannot confirm that President
Nugent would consult Kenyon's
attorneys on this matter," said
Marusak. "Their opinion will be
what counts the most, although
I am sure that she would listen
carefully to both sides."

PLACE AN AD!
E-m-

ail
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Middle Ground set to open
.

A

.

Staff Reporter

),

U

Despite various delays
Even over a year afcer the Kent
State shootings, student protests
and activism continued to

hi

a

Vif.

dominate campus politics. On
Oct. 29, 1970, a cartoon from
the Kent Stiller, reprinted in the
Collegian, depicted opposition to
the activism as a witch hunt.

33 years ago: This week, an article was published in the Collegian about a decision by the Portage County Grand Jury. The decision had to do with the incident that May in which four Kent
State students were killed by National Guardsmen during a propertest. The Grand Jury of Portage County "indicted twenty-fiv- e
sons and absolved the National Guard from all guilt."
This decision was controversial and was deemed by the author of the article to be "whitewash".

years ago: This week, hearings were taking place in New York
investigate the communist leanings of professors in the area.
The hearing incited some professors to resign their positions in
The hearings
protest, while many others were
brought up some questions about the rights those being questioned.
Should the Fifth Amendment, allowing the accused to not testify
against themselves in a criminal trial, be applied to these hearings? Should the burden of proof lie with the accusers?
Zack Stolzfus
51
to

"non-committa-

CONTINUED from Page One
Knox County Court of Common
Pleas, saying that the Village illegally
denied the triplex proposal due to perceived, rather than evidenced, risks;
and arguing that the zoning code itself

December 2002,
County Judge James
ruled in favor of the Village,

was too vague. In
DeWeese

writing that, "There is a preponderance
of reliable, probative and substantial

evidence to support the zoning
board's decision that a mulufamily ...
permit would not complement or enhance the surrounding residential
neighborhood or the Village's character"
In appealing DeWeese's decision
to the Knox County Court of Appeals,
the Farmers said DeWeese decided
only on whether there was evidence
to support Gambier's decision, and not
on whether the zoning code was too
vague.

"The Court of Common Pleas ...
or respond in any
manner to the arguments made that
the Gambier decisions were unconstitutional, illegal, arbitrary, capricious
or unreasonable," wrote the Farmers'
attorney, Reese F. Mills of Mansfield,
in a court record.
Gambier supported DeWeese's
ruling. "The fact is that the Court's
decision shows the
judge had a thorough grasp of the facts
in the decision, the statutes of the Village of Gambier, the evidence which
was presented and the reasonableness
of the administrative boards in their
review of the request for the conditional use," wrote Mount Vernon attorney Robert Weston, who is representing the Village.
The appeals court sent the decision back to DeWeese to decide
whether the zoning regulations were
too broad.
failed to address

well-reason-

ed

"As a general rule, an power and
authority delegated to an administrative body must be accompanied by
standards sufficient to guide the discretion of its members," wrote Mills.
"When adequate safeguards are absent, such delegation of power will be
declared unconstitutional. ... This
vague language of the zoning code
provides no guidance whatsoever, and
any determination thereunder is left to
the unbridled discretion of the Board
members, and is therefore invalid."
Gambier said that legal precedent
allows for local discretion on interpreting zoning aims, and that the Farmers
did not meet the burden of proof required to deem a zoning code unconstitutional. Citing a 1994 precedent,
Weston wrote, "A city may properly
exercise its zoning authority in an attempt to preserve and protect the character of designated areas in order to
promote overall quality of life with the
city's boundaries."
opinion filed Sept.
In a three-pag- e
7, DeWeese reaffirmed the validity
of Gambier's zoning decision.
"Gambier is a rural village of 600
people trying to protect its residential
character," he wrote. 'It is not a commercial metropolis with a sophistizoning code.
cated multi-us- e
"The design criteria in the zoning code ... are sufficiently detailed to
guide zoning board discretion to the
relevant criteria to pass on conditionally permitted uses. The decision of
the Board of Zoning Appeals conforms to those criteria."
The latest appeal, filed last Thursday, challenged both DeWeese's 2002
ruling and the Sept. 17 opinion, and
was not accompanied by additional arguments. The petition was submitted
just before the deadline for appealing,
which is 30 days after a lower court
decision is handed down.

J

in

equipment installation and state inspections, Joel Gunderson, proprietor of the Middle Ground Cafe,
says he hopes to have the restaurant open for breakfast this weekend and for other meals by Mon-

time to do some trial food preparation.
"As a restaurant owner, I
don't feel comfortable serving my
menu to people without having
made the entire thing myself in the
restaurant's kitchen," he explains.
"We've made things at home, but
we've never made them in a commercial kitchen in larger quantities.
So we're going to be doing a lot
of cooking over the next few days."
Gunderson adds that he and his

day.

"It's been a long and strange
journey," Gunderson said, "but in
the end, we think it will be well
worth the wait."
Middle Ground was scheduled
to open the first weekend in October, but, Gunderson said, many
preparations have taken longer than
expected.
For example, he said, "putting
in the cooking hood was a huge
project. It took 10 business days,

must organize the
kitchen and establish practical systems for efficient food preparation.
Furthermore, he continues, "We

co-own-

ers

have to train our employees."
Gunderson says that all employees have already been hired, but
that they will need to be trained this
week.
Finally, state inspections still have
to occur. According to Gunderson,
county health inspections
have already taken place. Final state
inspections of the restaurant were
scheduled for Wednesday.
"The College sets up all the inspections for us," Gunderson explains,
"and they know the ropes, because
they've been arranging inspections
for other things, like the Gambier Grill
and the Deli."
Gunderson says he had "grand
plans and grand schemes for how he
wanted to open the doors for the first
time." But because of alJ the delays,
he says, he now just wants to get the
pre-limina-

ry

restaurant open.

New parking lot gets few cars

l."

Zoning: Code in dispute

Richland

which was three times longer than
we thought it would take."
Now that all the food preparation equipment has been installed
and Kenyon has turned on the gas
in the kitchen, Gunderson said, it is

BY WILLOW BELDEN

.A

BY

said Director of Safety and Security Dan Werner. "But I seriously
doubt that it has a lot to do with the
opening of the remote lot, since only
three people took advantage of the
opportunity."
Asked why he did not register
his car in the lot, Robert Northrup
'04 said, "There's plenty of parking
at Watson, where I live."

GORDON UMBARGER
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

With an unprecedented number of cars on campus this term, the
Office of Safety and Security introduced a new remote parking lot beyond the temporary fieldhouse on
the East side of campus. Their $ 1 00
registration fee refunded, students
would park their car in this lot and
only this lot, using their cars only
for transportation to and from campus during breaks. Administrators
were hoping this would alleviate the
parking crunch on the inner parts
of campus.
"We have seen a decrease in
student concerns in recent days,"

Many students seem attached to
their vehicles for a variety of reasons.
"Having a car here makes you
feel less stranded," said sophomore
Ashley Strauss. "Besides the fact that
I use my car to drive to work every
day at the training facility, I like to have
the option of being able to get away,
or go into town for any random thing."

Junior Alex Matlack said he uses
his car for "taking stuff to the radio
station, moving DJ sound equipment
and going into Mount Vemon or, occasionally, Columbus."
"I live up north in New Apartments," said senior Mindy Stoker.
'Tra an art major and I need to haul
materials. The remote lot is remote
and, hence, inconvenient"
Fellow senior Tara Tucci said,
"What if the Mount Vemon shuttle.
drove by there as part of its route?'
Along these lines of finding alternatives, Wemer said that he is
"working with senior administrators
trying to find ways to make the option of parking in the remote lot more
attracive."

Maine campus shocked at murder
BY

had any intention of killing that
young lady. I don't know of I intended to kill her or it just happened."
The evening Rossignol's body
was found, Colby security officers
actively stopped those walking on

GORDON UMBARGER
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

"Xhis was a random act of violence," said Maine State Police Lt.
Timothy Doyle. He reached this
conclusion after the arrest of Edward J. Hackett, the man who has
confessed to the abduction and murder of Colby College senior Dawn
Rossignol on Sept. 16.

campus and escorted all but students
and staff from the grounds. A few days
later, safety whistles were distributed
in campus dining halls. In the weeks
since the incident, members of the
men's football and lacrosse teams have
reportedly offered to accompany female students as they walk around

Rossignol, of Waterville,
Maine, was walking to her car at
about 9 a.m. on September 16 when
spotted by Hackett, on his way to a
counseling appointment. According
to his confession, he forced his way
into her car and made her drive to
nearby Oakland before sexually assaulting and then drowning the
young woman.
At the time, Hackett was on
parole after serving 1 1 years for a
kidnapping conviction in Utah. He
had been granted parole this past
March, and was living with his parents in Maine under an agreement
between the two states.
"All I wanted to do was tear
someone down worse than they
been doing to me and I only had a
short amount of time, when they
been doing it for 20 years to me,"
said Hackett. "I still don't know if I

campus.
Colby students describe the effects this murder has had on their campus in ways not unlike Kenyon students did after the murder of Kenyon
student Emily Murray in 2000. An
employee at a local business was convicted of Murray's murder and sentenced to death last year.

"The Colby bubble has been
popped," said junior Lily Maltz of
Weston, Mass. "No one walks around
alone. We have our whistles now."
"I have never once felt unsafe on
this campus in four years," said Allison
senior from
Kolkhorst, a 21 year-old
York, Mass. "I walk alone at night I
rarely ever lock my car. No one even
locks their dorm rooms. It's not the real
--

.

world here."
Dan Wemer, Kenyon's Director
of Security and Safety, said his office
is taking necessary precautions to prevent such crime, while recognizing the
fact that such random acts of violence
are just that unpredictable.
' Here at Kenyon we are continually evaluating policies and procedures
and updating as is feasible," said
Wemer. "I have sent recommendations
to senior administrators with reference to physical security measures
based on CPTED Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design, of
which I am a certified specialist This
includes evaluation of lighting systems, foliage and other aspects of the
physical campus security process."
"We encourage students to lock
their rooms, whether they are there or
not" Wemer continued. "There are
two things that we must remember
personal responsibility cannot be substituted, and the senior adrninistration
at Kenyon is concerned and cooperative in the area of security."
Meanwhile, Colby students and
faculty continue to struggle with what
Colby President William Adams described as "a tragedy of incalculable
proportions." A memorial service is
planned on Colby's campus for November 8.
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How to kick the update addiction
A professor made an interesting proposition today.
"Let's take a stand," he said. Against what, you ask? Low wages? Bad

food? Intolerable living conditions? Hardly.
This professor was referring to a trend that most of us probably take even
more for granted than the places we live. The discussion was about the hectic
does it really have to be this way?
pace of our daily lives, and the question
Take this example: A student walks into lunch at Peirce the other day
and sits down with a friend. 'The project is falling apart," the friend says.
"Why, what's going on?" the student asks. Her friend replies, "Well, you

today."
obviously haven't checked your
But it's only noon, and since waking up our student has only had time
to eat breakfast and sit through a few classes. Is there some new requirement
no less than
in the Student Handbook that students shall check their
once before sitting down to lunch?
might mean falling
One might think so. Not checking one's
tragically behind. And if you take on some sort of leadership role, that number
e-m- ail

e-m- ail

e-m- ail

increases exponentially. Your personal account is bombarded with requests
from group members and administrators, in addition to the email you're getting
from faculty, family and friends. And that's only after you sift through all the
allstus. Then there are the
accounts for the organizations you run . . .
You can see where we're heading. This is just one small example of a much
larger trend in modern society. The past 20 or 30 years have placed great
demands on the average individual, with the advent of cable, the Internet,
Instant Messenger, mobile phones, and so on. In short technology is
growing faster than our capacity to fit it into our lives.
Many students are reluctant to carry mobile telephones, for instance. But
anyone who has lived or studied in the United Kingdom can tell you what a vital
is even
the mobile IM
necessity they are across the pond Text messaging
more prevalent than email. So no matter where you are, you're constantly
reachable as long as you speak in short, efficient phrases.
It's no wonder instances of depression and other mental anxiety disorders
have increased at the rate they have in the past century. Sure, some of this can
be attributed to more accurate study and diagnosis; psychology is, after all, a
relatively new science. But doesn't science come out of necessity? Maybe the
reason psychology is so new is because our mental breakdowns weren't nearly
as bad earlier than the 19th century. In essence: all spirituality aside, the human
mind was not designed to grapple with the demands placed on it today. No;
wonder so many of us rely on medications just to be able to get out of bed in the
e-m- ail

e-m-

ail,

-

morning.
So what's the answer? Take a stand. Perhaps this suggestion borders on
anarchy at a place like Kenyon; but then again, maybe it's for all of our greater
good Treat the process like a diet once in a while, deny yourself when you feel
Leave those three new voice mail messages until
the urge to check your
the morning; they'll still be there. Do it for yourself, and your sanity.
e-m- ail.
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Let it go: the 'newer world' will wait for you
Laf

I

,

Phoebe Cohen '04

BY MIKE LUDDERS

Opinions Page Editor
This weekend some variation of
"seek a newer world" will be on every
lip and every pamphlet
The phrase itself must have been
selected by Dowling rod It could hardly
be more representative of Kenyon's
The line from Tennyson's
Ulysses is reverend and scholarly, but
not too reverend or too old. It is charged
with young imagination and curiosity.
Walk and talk with any student
here this weekend. They really do
try to live up to this. For all of
self-imag- e.

Professor of History Michael Evans'
sermons about "young people" livera, Kenyon
ing in a
is not only a place of great traditional faith, but one of shared, open
spiritual curiosity. Odds are, if you
push, even the most jaded seniors
will admit they came here looking
for something better in themselves,
and most of them are looking still.
More so than many places, People at
Kenyon have not given up a world
of nobilities.
post-religio- us

Neither have they given up on
ambition. Kenyon students pride ourselves, and the faculty encourage it, on
trying to break new ground We do not
have a great research library nor a
stable of specialist professors, yet the
depth and drive of the papers students
assign themselves and the difficulty of
the questions they ask make graduate
students elsewhere seem unimaginative. We have an almost combative
drive to do more with less here.
Take a look at our student groups
and social services, and the desire is
laid naked. I swear, some Kenyon
students will till hard soil with their
hands to bring forth debate trophies,

cob housing and unlimited free
condoms. They will press their own
papyrus for posters and sell Aramark
meals on the street to buy one spotlight
for a play. They will go to the Career
Center and try to find a career opportunity. The spirit here is quixotic when it
comes to setting goals.
It is Quixotic also, because it can
and painful.
turn silly,
The down side to unlimited adventure
and very limited scope is that there is
every temptation to fool yourself. Think
self-righteo-
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of the friends we have lost
Everybody at Kenyon knows
somebody. The person who bums out

or two, triple majoring in
three subjects they never took the time
to understand. The person who
breaks in half being everyone's perin one year

sonal counselor and everyone's
model student at the same time.
The person who get their
tied up in the Save the
Lemurs Society or "new" poetry
magazine, and suck the life out of
themselves trying to save more
leimurs than anyone. Ever.
Think of all the things you see
done more and more for the sake of
self-wor- th

doing them. We hold meetings to which
nobody comes, sponsor "events" and
beg friends to go to justify their existence. We hold political rallies where
podiums are thumped hearts are borne
on sleeves, and absolutely no one's
politics are changed Because this is
Gambier, and we can't pay Mike
Wallace to care.

The angst and anger of our
smallness show everywhere in little
bursts. Friends stop talking to each
other because of campus politics. We
all convince ourselves nobody works
as hard but every body gets more credit
than we do. Life stories are spilled out
in
to give moral
authority to arguments people don't
understand "Oh, you are poor and
underprivileged? Well I'm really poor
and I have one kidney and my dog just
died So you have to accept that Socialized Medicine is a good idea!"
We don't have the ability to do
great deeds yet. We don't have the
all-camp-

us

e-m- ails

ability to "Seek a newer world" or
even an older one. We don't know
what we're doing; but we're desperate to prove we care about it Homer's
Odysseus, Tennyson's Ulysses, are
not who we are yet. At best, Kenyon
is Fitzgerald's Gatsby. This is the

place for people with unlimited
dreams and no reason to expect they
will come true on their own. This is
the place for people who get in too
deep with their dreams, and never
come back out again. We are champions who secretly know we won't
see a victory lap anytime soon. We
try far too hard to change that fact,
and a lot of life gets left by the way
side.
Last week my third friend to do so
dropped her second major. None of
the three knows exactly why they
took on such a thing; in all cases they
had a major they loved and one they

kept around so that they could be tired
and' angry and overworked so that
they could tell everybody that they are
tired and angry and overworked and
fit into that unquestioned student moral
code that says being so is being a
worthwhile person.
At first, every one of those three
friends thought of themselves as a
failure and a shortfall. I've seen others
deal the same way with walking away
from the club that sucked up all their
time, giving up on writing Honors
instead of comps, or abandoning their
latest effort to write "the" paper, that
three-times-the-necessary-length

monster that will
prove, once and for all, that you are
extra special super smart
Every one of those three friends
laterrealizedhowmuchbetterairtastes
when you've had more than three
hours sleep, what a good place this is to
walk or run in when you' re not cutting
across lawns to get somewhere on
time or how great a conversation can
be without an agenda, a tape recorder,
or a notepad on the table.
Every one of them now thanks
Jesus, Buddha and Philander Chase
they had the good sense to stop seeking
a newer world all the time and actually
enjoy the one they're living in.
This is what I see as good at
the
Kenyon: Students can
place at almost any time. The institcross-disciplina-

ry

re-inv- ent

here exist to educate their
members in the things of life and are
not rigid Itdoes not matteryour venue
utions

is the Ultimate team, a political maga-

zine or a charity: whether the thing
succeeds or not is in your hands and not
that of a coach, advisor or overseer.
There is no sure way to succeed at
Kenyon, but there are infinite possible
ways to make both an education and a
life foryourself. Most of themhavenot
been discovered yet
With all this opportunity under
our feet, I think it is dangerous to
always be preaching new horizons at
Kenyon. One more speech about some
great distant journey and wejust might
forget we came here to Ieam how to
steer the boat This weekend take the
time to examine what you care about
and why. Whatever you find false in
your standards or alien to your happiness, I suggest you take a tack toward
your own newer world by embracing
three simple words:
Let it go.
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Our October as Verne's science fiction Israel fosters new violence
In 1862, Jules Verne wrote a
novel describing his vision of what
Paris would be like in the 20th century. Verne' s publishers thought that
the final draft of the novel was so
twisted and bizarre that they sent it
back to Verne and told him to shelve
it. When Verne's Paris in the
Twentieth Century was finally rediscovered in 1 994, people realized
why Verne's publishers thought he
was a nutcase. Who would have
been crazy enough to predict that
Paris would have fax machines, passenger airplanes, automobiles and a
weird technological system that
could bring thousands of people into
communication at once?
It's perfectly understandable to
me that Verne was seen as a lunatic
for writing about such garbage
because it all turned out to be true a
hundred years later. Why is it that all

- SELL

BUY

--

of the dystopic crap that those crackjunkies come up with
pot sci-always turn out to be true in real life?
If anyone predicted 20 years ago
what would happen in October 2003 ,
their reputation in society would
have been torn to shreds. The beginning of the month saw Arnold
g
Schwarzennegger's
transition from kicking the crap out
of
killer robots in
Terminator 3 to kicking the crap out
the recall race in California. Arnold
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of freakishness that'sjust beginning
to rear its ugly head in a society that
has moved beyond the information
age. Even in a country where you
can access thousands of news stories in an instant, the world you read
about seems too unreal, too incomprehensible. Headlines flash by in a
matter of seconds and are sent to the
archives database minutes later. Information shoves itself into our faces
whenever we push a button, but all
of this information reveals only a
small trace of substance.
A bloody, elusive war on terrorism is still being waged in Iraq
and Afghanistan. North Korea is
still actively pursuing its program
to build nuclear weapons. Millions of Africans are starving due
to AIDS depopulation and Robert
Mugabe's ruthless seizure of all
major farms in Zimbabwe. The
Department of Homeland Security is still trying to find its place in
government. These stories are lost
in the background static while
dozens of senseless, sensational
stories make their way to the headlines. Any chump can predict that
the world will be changed by
improvements in
technology. It takes a genius to
look through all that garbage and
provide a clear interpretation of
the present.
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New York Times best selling memoirs on ho w they made it as celebrities
in 21st century America.
These episodes all hint at a kind

aikonauts! Sure, NASA has made
mistakes; crashing cheap computer
automated buggies into Mars and
Jupiter. But violating the eternal
sanctity of the stars with taikonauts
is simply pitiful.
If China's entry into the space
race didn' t devastate America' s morale this month, the exclusion of
both the Cubs and the Red Sox from
the World Series was a loss almost
too difficult to bear. October 14 will
burn itself into the memory of millions of Americans. Yearsfromnow,

!

X

CMX
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as politician simply seems unreal to
me. I mean, I just watched this guy
shove Kistanna Loken's head into a
toilet and demolish half of Los Angeles last summer. The thought of him
actually trying to save California's
economy without blowing something
up or snapping Gray Davis in half is
too strange to comprehend.
In other news, China launched
its first manned space flight last
week. Some CNN reporters said
that this could launch a new space
race between the United States and
China. You have to be kidding me.
A space race with China!?! The last
Chinese person who attempted to
launch himself into space was a
16th century sage named Wan Hoo.
Wan tried to realize his dream of
reaching the moon when he strapped
47 rockets to his wicker chair and
had 47 assistants light the fuses.
Some Chinese pride themselves in
knowing that they were the first to
witness man's first attempt to launch
himself into space. When it takes
the competition almost 600 years to
make the transition from wicker
chairs to rockets, I think Americans
can be assured that they'll be able to
keep their lead in the space race. It
would be sad if these guys ever
caught up to us. I mean they call

n.

muHfKnhClvWt

26-year--

mind-bendin-

their astronauts taikonauts
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I'm sure that everyone from the
Midwest will be able to recall exactly where they were, who they
were with and what abominable
things they said about the state of the
Steve
human race when
Bartman reached out to catch a souvenir from a foul fly to left field. The
name Bartman will forever be associated with the doom of millions of
sports fans' interpretation of the
American Dream. Resurrecting a
curse and spoiling the most
exciting World Series in decades is
hard to live down. But don't feel too
sorry for Bartman. He's currently
considering movie deals, book contracts and a free three-mont- h
vacation to a Florida beach resort.
Maybe Bartman can shack up with
that other profiteering scumbag,
Jay son Blair, and they can both write
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BY

NICK KWIEK

Staff Columnist

Last month, the United States
once again used its U.N. Security
Council veto to protect Israel from
the wrath of the world. The resolution sponsored by Syria condemned
Israeli air strikes on a suburb of
Damascus. The U.S. Ambassador
to the U.N. justified his use of the
veto by saying that the resolution
d
was too
against Israel. He
wanted the Security Council to take
a more level approach to the issue.
Perhaps it is time that the US
take a more level approach to the
Isissue. Admittedly, both sides
rael and the Palestinians
are at
fault, but Israel's offenses are more
glaring, especially in recent days.
Before I go any farther, I must
stop to explicitly condemn terrorist
attacks of all forms, especially the
suicide bombings that seem to be
the favorite of Palestinian terrorists.
Terrorism, even in the name of an
independence movement, is unacceptable.
To be fair, I will address first
the shortcomings and responsibilities of the Palestinians. Yassir Arafat,
start cooperating. If he would only
do a very few things
empower, or
at the very least unleash his prime
then the peace process
ministers
could move on.
Of course, to be fair to Mr.
Arafat, Mr. Sharon needs to do the
same: allow Mr. Arafat's prime ministers to function. Stop dwelling on
the shortcomings of Mr. Arafat and
start dealing with the people with
whom you asked to deal. Limiting
and discrediting them is unfair and
counterproductive.
Mr. Sharon cannot bear all of
the blame for Israel, though. He is an
elected official. His constituents are
at least nominally responsible for
his actions and policies. The Israeli
people, as long as Sharon and other
militants are in power, cannot be
viewed as innocent victims.
The root of the American acceptance of Israeli aggression
masked as defense is, I believe, the
misconception that the terrorists
somehow represent all Palestinians.
The Palestinians should, then, be
held collectively and individually
responsible for each terrorist attack.
That is about as preposterous as
holding me responsible for the Oklahoma City bombing because I come
from Michigan.
The suicide bombings must
stop, but missile attacks are not the
way to stop them. Nor is a wall. Nor
are raids into Palestinian communione-side-

ties.

The Palestinian Authority has
its own security forces, which, when
Mara Alperin '04
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allowed to operate, are quite successful in tracking down terrorists.
They are not allowed to operate.
Instead, the Israeli army bombs residential neighborhoods where there
are no terrorists because ancient intelligence say s that there are terrorists
there; and roll through the streets in
tanks, firing .50 calibre machine
guns ahead of them at an elevation
of one meter to "warn" children to
get off the street. In the most recent
incursions, at least one child was
treated in a Palestinian hospital with
a bullet wound to the face. That was
one very effective warning shot. I'll
bet he got the point.
If he grows up, will he be sympathetic to his Israeli neighbors?
Probably not. He might even be
violently angry with them. Is it his
fault that he got shot just for playing
in the street? No. So then is it his
fault if he becomes a terrorist? Yes,
but those who provoke him deserve
some blame.
Provocation seems to be the

Israelis' favorite game lately.
Yesterday's visit of an Israeli cabinet minister to the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem is just one example. The
Israeli U:N. Ambassador's comments following the the passing of a
U.N. General Assembly resolution
this week condemning the new Israeli wall are another. The wall itself
is a provocation: it is meant to exclude terrorists from Israel by
excluding Palestinians from Israel,
but it includes Palestinian territory,
including some very good farmland, in Israel and out of Palestinian
access.
No country that wages a continuous war on a civilian population
even in the sacrosanct name of
the War on Terror
should be seen
as an equal nor should be protected
by the international community. It
should not hope to be counted among
the civilized nations of the world. I
cannot be too forceful on this point.
I am unequivocal. If Israel wishes to
continue to violently subjugate the
whole of the Palestinian people in
retribution for the actions of a few,
then Israel must be shunned by the
international community as a terror-

ist state. For Israel's actions against
the Palestinians are tantamount to
terrorism.
This, of course, must be taken
in the context of the terrorism that
Israel is fighting. This too must stop.
Both sides are clearly wrong and
guilty. But the prime responsibility
falls to Israel as the developed, established, democratic state that is
most empowered to act. It is due
time that the United States stands
with the rest of the international
community and holds Israel to that
responsibility.
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Obie Trice has silly name, really good album
BY DAN ALPER

Music Critic

"Shady Records, you better
believe the hype is real." Eminem
repeatedly drops this phrase all
over this summers' hottest street
mix-tap- e
banger, DJ Green
Lantern's Invasion Pt. II: Conspiracy Theory. In addition to being one of the hottest collections of

dis

tracks

compiled

Eminem, 50 Cent and the Shady
Records crew skewering Ja Rule
with some of the most vicious lyrics ever heard it also established
one fact: A new empire is rising in
the rap industry.
A vital member of the Shady
Records empire is young buck Obie
Trice, who steps to the fore with his
debut album, Cheers. If Eminem is
the four-stgeneral of the Shady
army, 50 Cent is his right-han- d
man, with Obie Trice and 50's
posse as the faithful lieutenar

G-U- nit

ants.

The world first heard of the
oddly named Obie Trice on

Eminem's

The
Eminem Show, when he boistergazillion-sellin-

V

with

g

ously declared, "Obie Trice; real
name, no gimmicks!" He then proceeded to rip up guest spots on the
e
8 Mile soundtrack and any
that would let him spit.
It was Obie's appearances on
Invasion Pt. II, however, that finally
cemented his role as a vital part of
invasion, as he
Eminem's hip-ho- p
ripped beat after beat and tore into
mix-tap-

Tupac beef - the Ja Rule50 cent
battle.
On "Ish Hits The Fan," Dr.
Dre provides not only a guest
verse, but the production as well,
with Eminem supplying the chorus. Over a terrifically twisted
keyboard loop that only Dre could
have concocted, Eminem asks Ja,
"What you gonna do when Ish hits
the fan? Are you gonna stand and
fight like a man? Will you be as
hard as you say you are Jot are you
gonna go run and get your
then responds to all
the ridiculous charges that Ja has
been making for the past few
months, and Obie joins in for the
fun.
"We All Die One Day," produced by DJ Muggs of Soul Assassins and featuring
and
Em on vocals, is probably the best
song on the album. Over the
chunky, thumping Muggs beat,
each MC rips into Ja unmercifully.
"You can do all the push-up- s
to pump up your chest, I got a
Mausberg to pump up your
chest. . .Fear me like ya fear God,
because I bring Death," 50 rasps
at one point. "Outro" turns into
four and a half minutes of
featuring
and the 2
posse.
The only problem you'll have
aligning yourself with Eminem
and 50 is that, inevitably, they're
gonna make you look silly. 50,
and Eminem clearly domi
nate the tracks on which they ap
body-guards?"D-

obietnce.com

Obie Trice's debut albulm Cheers deserves its hype.
tracks and Ja Rule like a veteran
soldier of this new age of rap war.
The only misstep on Cheers, at
least from a marketing standpoint,
might have been choosing "Got
Some Teeth" as the first single. Over
a bizarre, bouncy beat, Obie describes one of his usual fun nights
out, carousing and hoping that he
comes home with a woman "who
got some teeth."
Yes, it's a funny song, and it accurately showcases Obie's
sense of humor, but the subject
matter certainly isn't very innovative for a rapper, and there are far
better songs on the album that could
have been more successfully used
as Obie's solo debut.
One of these songs is "Follow
My Life" in which, over a thump-

ing beat filled with pounding
drums, Obie chronicles just how

from a young punk pushing crack
on the streets of Detroit to rolling
with the world's hottest crew. And
of course, being that it's Shady
Records, Eminem pops up
throughout the album. Hey, an appearance by the most popular rapper on the planet can't hurt record
sales, can it?
Produced by Marshall
Mathers himself, "Lady" features
Eminem and Obie trading verse
about what else? women. Em
sheds some new light on his marital situation: "See technically, me
and Kim aren't back fullyBut we
still do make booty calls occasionally."
Of course, you couldn't have
an album from the Shady Records
camp without the obligatory commentary on the most drama-packe- d
feud since the mid '90s

he got to where he is, growing

East

off-kilt- er

Coast-We-

st

CoastBiggie- -

re

G-U- nit

12-gau-

Ja-bash-i-

ge

pear.
However, this does not mean
that Obie Trice shouldn't be taken
seriously. Right now, as far as p
is concerned, the Shady crew
are akin to the Murderers Row of
the '27 Yankees. Not everyone can
be Ruth or Gehrig, but they all
play their parts.
Will Cheers dominate the
world like 50's album did earlier this year? Not likely. But
that doesn't mean Obie hasn't
hip-ho-

earned his place. Cheers
proves that he belongs in the
spotlight with his more famous
and wealthy friends. Obie's
lyrical style
and boisterous personality are
more than enough to ensure
n
that his
contemporaries will not bury him.
Shady Records the hype is
real, indeed.
better-know-

This Week

11535 Upper Gilchrist Road J

Mount Vernon
Movie-lin- e:

392-222-

Staff Writer

Eric Hutchinson

is

a

charming guitarist with a mellow rock sound and a sense of
poetry.which together give his
music real character. This Saturday, Kenyon students will
have the chance to see him
perform and celebrate his re

Gone Better, which he proudly
recorded in stereo.
Lacing humor into his own

biography, Hutchinson describes himself as similar to
"your favorite musicians" or
even "your second favorite,"
and says that he been writing
songs ever since the age "you
first started walking."

He's also a "synonym for
humble," and intensely dislikes
"that thing you really hate."
Hutchinson writes songs
that come from a number of
different sources, citing, in
particular, Aretha Franklin and
Steely Dan as major influences. Hutchinson is loathe to
rank his favorite albums of all
time, but three of them, he
hints, "MIGHT be" The
Beatles' Abbey Road, Michael
Jackson's Thriller, and The
Ben Folds Five's Whatever and
Ever Amen.

Most of his songs are
about love, often with a drive
new life in the
for phoenix-lik- e

face of loss. Hutchinson's
sound is reminiscent of the
catchy and relaxed guitar tunes
of Dave Matthews, combined

with emotional lyrics like
those of Paul Simon.
The hip music video for his
new single "Subtitles" follows
Hutchinson as he explores a
bustling city street filled with
couples from all walks of life.
Subtitles appear, displaying his

inner thoughts about these

Ml

eric-hutchinson.c-

Eric Hutchinson will perform at Kenyon Saturday.

om

people, and allowing him to
"read" the truth about them.
As he walks and sings, pursued
by a squad of choreographed
dancers, Hutchinson comes to
terms with the recent collapse
of his relationship with a sassy,

0

Texas Chainsaw Massacre
R
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

G-U- nit

12:40, 2:50 J
o:uu, :iu
9:20

Runaway Jury
PG-1- 3
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

Guitarist to charm Kenyonites with mellow rock sound, boyish good looks
cent CD, That Could Have

;

D-1-

Eric Hutchinson to stir coffee at Horn Gallery
BY TED HORNICK

at

Premiere Theaters

ng,

G-U- nit

k

tongue-in-chee-

1:30

4:30, 7:00.
9:30

Good Boy

PG

What: Eric Hutchinson

Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

1:00,3:00

5:00,7:00

When: Saturday,
Midnight

Where: Horn Gallery
demanding blonde who orders
him to make a decision. The
video is quirky, casual and full
of surprises, not to mention a
humorous twist ending. The
opening also recalls the innoacoustic pervative,
cussion found in Dancer in the
Dark, Bjork's film collaboration with film director Lars
Von Trier.
Eric Hutchinson is an artist who strives to make music
that reflects reality. He makes
a point of being authentic in
his work and how he presents
it. His performance at the Horn
Gallery this Saturday at midnight is sure to be full to the
brim of fun, endearing song.
real-worl-

d

Eric Hutchinson's music
video, hear swatches
of his lyrical stylings and ,
for some more pretty pictures
check him out
the
World Wide Web
on

To see

vAvw.eric-hutchinson.co-

m

Kill Bill
R
Fri-Thu- rs

9:00 1

Beyond Borders
R
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

1:15

4:40,7:10
9:40 J

Scary Movie 3
PG-1- 3
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

1:30,3:30

5:30,7:30,
9:30

Radio

PG
Sat-Su-

n

Fri-Thu- rs

12:30, 2:45 J

5:00,7:15.
9:30,

ACTNOW!
Book 11 people, get the
12th trip free.
Group discounts for
6people. Check it all out
at their Web site,
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

or call them at

'
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A new
For search committee,
Inauguration the fruit
of months of work
BY WILLOW BELDEN

Features Editor

"Nugent's first few months as President have only reinforced the unanimous
decision of the search committee that she
was our most qualified candidate for this
important decision," says Director of Information Resources Christopher Barth '93.

Although President Georgia Nugent
has been in office for only a short period of
time, Barth and other members of the search
committee responsible for selecting her say
they are very pleased with her performance
thus far.
"I believe she is doing a very enthusiastic and thorough job," says Cornelia
Hallinan '76, a Trustee who was the search

committee chair.
"I think it was a terrific decision," adds
David Horvitz, Chair of the Board of Trustees, "and one that will have wonderful lasting effects for the College."
Mary Kay Karzas '75, another committee member, explains that although there
were many strong candidates for the position, "President Nugent then 'candidate
Nugent' rose to the top immediately because of her intellectual accomplishments
and love of learning. ... I was struck by the
quality of her questions and observations
about the College and liberal arts education."

Hallinan agrees that Nugent's background as a scholar was an important reason that she was selected as Kenyon's new

Class times shortened
to allow Friday events
Due to the Inauguration on
Friday afternoon, classes on that
day will operate under a shortened
schedule. All classes will be 30
minutes in length:
a.m.
Period 1: 8:10-8:4- 0
a.m.
Period 2: 8:50-9:2- 0
9:30-10
a.m.
Period 3:
a.m.
Period 4: 10:10-10:4- 0
10:50-11:20
a.m.
Period 5:
n
Period 6: 11:30
p.m.
Period 7: 12:
p.m.
Period 8: 12:50-1:2- 0
a.m.-Noo-

10-12:- 40

leader. However, Horvitz says that what he
was looking for "was not so much academic
credentials or a history of administrative
positions, but the intangible quality people
call leadership, which is the ability to get
people to have confidence and follow your
lead."
Barth adds that Nugent "has both a vision for Kenyon and the experience to guide
the College to realize that vision. I feel she
truly cares about this College and our community, and that she will provide the framework and encouragement for continued
growth."
The search committee seems to unanimously laud Nugent's commitment and accessibility to the community.
"I am pleased to see her emphasis on
improving cornmunications around campus
and with the larger community," says Professor of Physics Tim Sullivan, a member -of the search committee. The president, he
says, "connects rather powerfuTconstituen-cie- s
within the College: a very activist
Board of Trustees, a strong and sometimes
opinionated faculty, a lively and intelligent
student body, a generous and interested
group of alumni and an administration with
its own ideas and efforts aimed at improving the College."
Horvitz agrees, stressing that Nugent
turned around
has already "single-handedl- y
communications with the community." He
adds that Nugent is extreme.' intelligent,
with a terrific sense of humor
see SEACH,,.page B4

K

Kevin Guckes

'Ulysses' theme natural for classicist
Nugent finds inspiration in Tennyson's story of a man seeking knowledge
BY S. GEORGIA

NUGENT

Special to the Collegian

The theme for the presidential inauguration, 'To seek a newer world," is taken
from "Ulysses," one of the most beloved
British poet laupoems of the
reate Alfred Lord Tennyson. "Ulysses"
seems to me a very appropriate theme for
my inauguration for many reasons.
First, it is a beautiful example of lyric
poetry, and poetry has always been an important part of my life. "Ulysses" is a particular favorite of my husband's as well.
Tom actually knows it by heart he's much
better at memorizing poetry than I am!
19th-centu- ry

Second, Tennyson's "Ulysses" is, of
course, a modern version of the ancient
Homeric tale of Odysseus. The way in
which the great narratives of classical times
are continually rediscovered and
in subsequent eras is a phenomenon
that fascinates me, and that I think is very
important for our culture. In this case,
there's a particularly interesting genealogy,
because Tennyson's version of Ulysses is
drawing directly on the story of Ulysses that
Dante tells in the Inferno, and Dante had
turned Ulysses into a quite different character than the one depicted by Homer. What
happens in the course of literary history is
that a character who was originally a trick
re-imagi-

ned

ster becomes an insatiable seeker after
knowledge.
In Homer's Odyssey, Odysseus' unwavering objective is to return home to the
Greek island of Ithaka and to his faithful
wife, Penelope. Ultimately, Odysseus is
successful in this quest, but only after 20
years of adventure years during which he
loses all the companions who sailed with
him to the Trojan War. By the time Homer's
Odysseus returns home, all his fellow soldiers and sailors have died. But the entire
premise of Tennyson's "Ulysses" is that the
aged hero is addressing his comrades: "My
mariners, souls that have toiled, and
see NUGENT, page B4
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Friday,
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October 24

"Hands On"
;

Where's Georgia?

!

1

I

J

p.m., Olin Library Atrium
Have your picture taken with President Georgia Nugent
and place it on a mural of Kenyon.
1:30-4:3- 0

Meeting the World at Kenyon
1:304:30p.m.. 114 Chalmers Library
Kenyon students recount studies abroad.

Reading and Writing Maya Dates
1:30-2:3p.m. 200 Palme House
Professor of Anthropology Pat Urban teaches how to
0

read a typical Mayan inscription.

W, ITTT

iiji JJ MM

IUuminating Old Kenyon
is a College tradition
that began in early 1830s

J"

r- -

--

experience

"

Ballroom Dancing
BY LISA

1:30-2:3p.m.. Guild Commons Lounge
The Kenyon College Ballroom Dance Club teaches Latin
dance for the Inaugural Ball.
0

DOWN SCHOTT '80

Special to the Collegian
g
A
tradition unique to
Kenyon will return Friday evening when
the Office of Alumni and Parent Programs
and the Student Alumni Association celebrate the inauguration of President Georgia Nugent with the illumination of the
College's most historic building, Old
Kenyon.
The illumination of Old Kenyon is accomplished with specially constructed theater gels, or transparencies, that will be
placed in the building's front windows and
lit by spotlights installed by the College's
maintenance staff. The Old Kenyon steeple
bell will chime 18 times, beginning at the
moment of the illumination, to honor
Nugent on the eve of her installation as the
College's 18th president.
Illuminating Old Kenyon in honor of a
president's inauguration is a College tradition
dating back to 1833, when students welcomed
Kenyon's second president, Bishop Charles
P. Mcllvaine, by hanging tissue paintings in
the front windows of Old Kenyon and illuminating them with candles.
After 1833, the tradition was repeated
almost every year to honor distinguished visitors, celebrate George Washington's birthday
or mark other special events. This tradition
of honoring and celebrating people and events
with illuminations continued through 1880,
when it was discontinued because of fire laws.
In 1924, however, the tradition was revived in honor of the College's centennial
celebration, when Old Kenyon was once again
long-standin-

Religious Studies at Home and in the World
p.m., 120 Ascension Hall
Religious studies students and faculty describe a variety
of religious practices.
1:30-- 3

Wild and Wooly Wetlands of Knox County
1:30-3:3- 0
p.m.. depart Middle Givimd Cafe
Associate Professor of Biology Siobhan Fennessy looks
at wetlands, with tours to two area sites.
.

If Seabiscuit were Class of '04
3
p.m., depart Middle Ground Cafe

2--

The Kenyon College Equestrian Team offers a riding
demonstration.

Restoring Quarry Chapel
depart front Middle Ground Cafe

2-3p.-

nL,

Tour the Quarry Chapel, built by College stone masons
in 1862.

Learning as a Flaneur
p.m., begin at Wing Center
The flaneur finds delight in ambling unhurriedly through
2-3:-

30

the city. Examine historical buildings on campus armed
with pictures from the archive.

Heirloom Tomatoes, Home-grow-

n

Poems

p.m.. Sunset Cottage Seminar Room
Associate Professor of English Jennifer Clarvoe helps
you write your own poem.
2-3:-

30

Inauguration among the Late Classic Maya
p.m.. 200 Palme House
Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology Ellen Bell
looks at a Mayan royal inauguration.
2:30-3:3- 0

Ballroom Dancing
p.m., Gund Commons Lounge

2:30-3:3- 0

Organic Farming in Knox County
2:30-4:3- 0
p.m., depart Middle GroundCafe
Farmers Eric and Kate Helt and Kenyon intern Jesse
Laskey explore a Knox County farm.

Culture, Body Image and Eating Problems
2:304:30p.m.; 306. 308. 315 Sam. Matlter Hall
The Psychology Department leads a stations to leam
about studies of earing behavior.
Been Why the Fascination?
2:304:30 p.m., 103 Tomsich Hull
Students and chemistry faculty outline the biochemistry

of

beer-brewin- g.

A Day at the Opera
34 p.m., depart from Middle Ground Cafe
Tour the Woodward Opera House in downtown Mount
Vemon.

Percussion Ensemble from Indonesia
34 p.m.. 201 Peirce Hall

From guitars to

Hike to the BFEC pine plantation for a whole new perspective on the Kokosing valley.

Kenyon and the Supernatural
3:304:30 pm., depart Middle Ground Cafe
Associate Professor of English and IPHS Tun Shutt tells
ghost stories from Kenyon 's history.
Chair-Pillo-

w

Dance

3:304:30 p.m.. Hill Theater
Assistant Professor of Dance Balinda

Craig-Quijad-

a

leads a participatory dance.

All-Colle- ge

dinner
p.m., Gund Commons

5-6:30

Guitar Wizards
8-1-

0

p.m., Rosse Hall

A concert of master guitarists from three

musical tra-

ditions.

Ulumination of Old Kenyon
10:30-11:3- 0

Afro-Cuba- n

BY NORA LYONS

Staff Writer

rockin' inauguration party. The recipe
is simple: after you've spread a mixture
of shortened classes,
a

uber-intellectu-

The Kokosing River Valley
34:30 p.m. Brown Family Environmental Center

p.m.; between Hatma, Leonard Halls

?

;

'

'

r.
Kenyon College Archives

Crowds gather to watch an illumination of Old Kenyon in 1904. The traditional event
began in 1833 to welcome Kenyon's second president, Bishop Charles Mcllvane.
illuminated. In 1946, an illumination marked
the World War II victory reunion on the Hill,
when more than 900 Kenyon men gathered
on the campus to honor those students and
alumni who had served in the war.
Many years passed before the illumination tradition was revived for the 1975 inauguration of the College's 16th president, Philip
H. Jordan Jr. At his retirement in 1995, Old
Kenyon was again illuminated to honor Jordan and his wife, Sheila, for their 20 years of
service to the College.
The windows of Old Kenyon facing
Middle Path were most recently illuminated
on Oct. 20, 1995, to celebrate the inauguration of the College's 17th president, Robert
A. Oden Jr.
The illumination effort requires the
participation of many different facets of the
College, and several people have been in

volved in organizing the illumination, including Acting Superintendent of Buildings
and Grounds Ed Neal and the Maintenance
Department staff, the Office of Alumni and
Parent Programs staff, the residents of Old
Kenyon, Special Collections and Archives
Reading Room Coordinator Carol Marshall,
Secretary to the Dean of Students Mary Lou
Lockard and the members of the Student-AlumAssociation.
In addition, Professor of Music Benjamin R. Locke and the Chamber Singers
will perform as part of the illumination ceremony.
Lisa Down Schott is Executive Director of Alumni and Parent Programs at
Kenyon College.
Editor's note: This article was submitted by the Kenyon College Office of Public
Affairs.
ni

Music to ensure a rockin' Inauguration
Clearly, Kenyon knows how to throw

Try your hands at instruments that make up a gamelan
ensemble.

:

al

panel discussions, and gowning rituals all
over one weekend, add various music
events for some flavor and spice. Bam!
That's one tasty inauguration.
Beginning at 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall,
Friday night's main course event is the

appropriately titled "Guitar Wizards"
concert, which will feature four talented
guitarists demonstrating exactly what it
means to "kick things up a notch." Talented jazz, pop, and classical musicians
Abdoulaye Diabate and Bouba Sacko are
most famous as a duo for their blend of
music and storytelling according to the
African griots tradition. Martha Masters,
whose remarkable talent convinced the
Illinois Times that she is "on a swift and
certain trajectory to star territory," will
add a taste of Spanish and classical music to the program. Winner of several in

jazz, performances add vigor to ceremonies
ternational prizes and the Guitar Foundation of America's International Solo
Competition in 2000, Masters has released two critically acclaimed CDs and
currently teaches at Loyola Marymount
University in Los Angeles.
Eddie Pennington will provide his
truly distinct seasoning to the "Guitar
Wizards" concert using the "thumb-picker- "
technique for which, according to
his Web site, he "is known as far away as

France."
Pennington's efforts to preserve this
"indigenous form of American guitar
playing" developed in 20lh century Kentucky and popularized by Merle Travis
and Chet Atkins earned him a National
Heritage Fellowship in 2001. In the liner
notes for Pennington's latest CD, Just My
Style, fanfriend Scott Nygaard describes
the guitarist's music as the "unadorned
melodies you've always loved. Oh, and
maybe an occasional juicy chord or fancy
run thrown in for fun. But wait, all that

music is coming out of one guitar!"
Kenyon concertgoers can surely look forward to a musical shock similar to

Nygaard's on Friday night when they hear
Pennington masterfully "combine country wit and wisdom with extraordinary
talent."
Those still hungry for more good music after "Guitar Wizards" can find it Saturday when Peirce and Dempsey will be
magically transformed from dining halls
to ballrooms for the Inaugural Ball. Featured band Yumbambe, popularly known
in the Columbus area for its rich use of
flute, saxophone, bongos, and other instruments, will entertain dancers in the

Great Hall with

Afro-Cuba-

n

jazz

and

salsa music.

Partiers looking for the raw
Kenyonite sound of student bands can
satisfy themselves in upper Dempsey
singersongwriter
where the
ever-prese-

nt

Milo Pullman and the Second Thoughts
will share the stage with The Prickly
Bops. Professor of Religious Studies
Vernon Schubel's band T.J. Lewis Blues
Review are also scheduled to appear
onstage in Dempsey, making the Inaugural Ball a veritable smorgasbord of great
music.

PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION
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An evening to remember...
Yumbambe.
Upper Dempsey, meanwhile, will rock to the sounds of
three student and community bands. The Prickly Bops band
does jazz, but "ventures into the
realm of funk and jam," says Joe
Dolman '05, who plays alto sax
Excellent
for the trio.
The T.J. Lewis Blues Revue
plays blues as well as R&B and
"music from
Walker and Magic Slim to
Elmore James, Junior Wells and
Muddy Waters," according to
guitarist and sometime Professor of Religious Studies Vernon

ZINN

Special ro the Collegian

Oh, the visions. Finery. Music. The flash of limbs in rhythm;
the gleam of smiles. Moments shimmering as if in answer to the stars
above.
You say you've never been to
an inaugural ball? You are hereby invited. Just think: When your grandchildren visit you in the home, you
can fix them with a misty eye and
say, "Did I ever tell you about the
time I went to the inaugural ball?
No dear me, child not WashingSchubel. And
ton. This was Gambier.
Milo Pullman
Yes, the Gambier. That
'06, of Milo No ceweterq f lowers r
Gambier. Gambier in OcTake pictures! How else
corsage (,uei&
Pullman and the
tober, when the leaves
cm imo prove
pwi dazzle and the chill air in3re
"ftob he cleans, op we.ll?
Thoughts, de
fuses the blood with ardor.
scribes his songs as "an indiscriminate series
The Great Hall was like
of thoughts and gestures" with a sound that's
something out of a dream, and the music undulated in our
"a cross between Little Richard and Richard
limbs, and everything was magical . . . ."
Nixon."
But we digress. Aren't you tickled? Aren't you exWhat if I can't do the mambo or the
cited? An inaugural
In
but
Gambier!
ball!
inwant
to
learn?
you
really
Are
the. sofejcJfc
Iof On guess
No problem.
vited? We all are. What
nice
4our reverie.
do you wear? WTiere do NO FEKRfcTS Even if
I Should imp inc.
iou The celebrated
you go? How do you Can get h
ttmftyx, Kenyon College
Ballroom Dance
act? Read on. And do
Club will offer
plan to attend. Your
on Friday begrandchildren will never forget
1:30
and 4:30 p.m., part
tween
this enchanting night.
of the Inauguration Weekend
What? WTio? Why?
program "Hands On: Discover
The occasion, of course, is the
Kenyon and Knox County."
inauguration of S. Georgia Nugent
What do I wear?
as the 18th president of dear old,
This is a chance to dress up.
eternally young Kenyon.
In tact, it s a
The ball is for the
ct
for the Not dancioo?
chance
commuentire
Kenyon
Sewi-fofw- al
NOT
rock-and-ro-
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Saturday, October 25

Don your best outfit and get ready to dance: Ball brings grandeur to Gambier
BY DAN LASKIN AND FRED

(9)

Registration of delegates
8

Crazier Center

n,

a.m.-Noo-

Continental breakfast
8- -

0 a.m.. Upper Dempsey Hall

Campus tour
10 a.m., departs Church of Holy Spirit
Historical tour for visitors and community mem-

9- -

bers.

T-Bo- ne

ll,

"To seek a newer world"
1
a.m.
Inaugural panel discussions discussions featuring Kenyon alumni and faculty members. Three
concurrent sessions on topics related to the inaugural theme:

9:30-1-

"Ancient Voices in a Postmodern World"
Philomalhesian Hall, Ascension Hall

-f--be

t y"

g& 0rnO

Second

me-rengu-

"Linking the Arts and the Sciences in a Liberal Education"
Franklin Miller lecture Hall, Hayes Hall

"Kenyon, the World Beyond Middle Path"
Owen York Lecture Hall, Tomsich Hall

e,

"A Morning's Odyssey"
Brandi Recital Hall
11:15
Reading by Robert Fagles. Arthur W. Marks ' 19
Professor of Comparative Literature at Princeton
a.m.-Noo-

n,

University, from his translation of the Odyssey.

at

uN-rVi-

mini-worksho-

fi

Re-ena-

mean half a

tu.

nity students, faculty, administration

Sorrtf.

and staff. Trustees and alumni will be there, hoofing it
s.
So will delegates from institutions
with the
of higher learning far and wide, who only hours ago
marched solemnly in their robes and who now shimmy
in their party clothes.
Why? To celebrate an event that embraces both the
College in its stately progress through history and the
people whose daily dance defines the place at this particular moment.
How? With joy and merriment, although perhaps not
utter abandon. One may boogie with a certain decorum.
And it's up to you to decide what "certain" means.
first-year-

When? Where?

Mr

novice?
Mourgyiiwppcs
3t hone.

Dancrwwa
Leave

Saturday, October 25, 2003. Nine to midnight. In Peirce and
Dempsey halls.
You've got to come if only to see to be enveloped in the
decor. Don't think balloons and crepe paper. This is Peirce and
them.
Dempsey as you've never-seen

What about the music?
You're in for a treat. More than
one treat, in fact. The Great Hall will
pulse and sway to the music of
Yumbambe, famous in the Columbus area for its mix of Latin jazz and
n
rhythms.
Afro-Cuba-

Their sound? Joyful. Fiery.
Throbbing. Sensuous. Sexy. Irresistible. Eminently danceable. With
trumpets, trombones, sax, flute, piano, bass, singing and percussion to
the max, Yumbambe' all but wills the
band
feet to dance. The
12-pie-

ce

does salsa, merengue, mambo,

7r4 repeated
STfelCTi--

V

ttfeig

Al4jQefA?

bossa nova and more- - including PP
standards. Everyone can dance to

p.m., Peirce Great Hall

12:15-1:4- 5

ps

n

does

Luncheon for trustees, delegates

entire campus

Jar

Austen in

&ra Ung

!

community to be
dressed up together. It's not a black-ti- e affair
although some of the luminaries may be wearing tuxes and gowns but the spirit of the occasion calls for fancy. Think of those Latin
dances, which derive all the more rhythm, heat,
and passion from attire that mingles festive with
formal.

Food and drink?
Yes. Light refreshments and
drinks will be available in Lower Dempsey and
Peirce Lounge, both of which will also serve as
non-alcoho-

lic

quiet refuges for conversation.
event, the ball extends the
As an alcohol-fre- e
widest possible welcome to all students.
How will we honor President Nugent? Can I congratulate

Gowning of delegates
2 p.m.. Lower Dempsey Hall

Installation ceremony
0
p.m., Samuel Mather Lawn
Rain site: Ernst Center
Addresses by Fagles and S. Georgia Nugent,
2:30-3:3-

President of Kenyon College.

Reception
p.m., Cromwell Cottage Lawn
Rain site: Upper Lobby, Ernst Center
4-5:- 30

Dinner for trustees, delegates
p.m., Peirce Lounge

6-7:- 30

Inaugural Ball
t,
Peirce and Dempsey halls
9
Entertainment by Yumbambe, an Afro-Cuba- n
salsa band, and student groups.
p.nu-Midnigh-

Meals listed are for Inauguration guests. Student
meals will be served at Gund Dining Hall on
Saturday.

her personally?
A high point of the ball will be a toast to the new president. And she would love it if you came by to wish her well.
I have always fantasized about having a dance with a member of senior staff. Could this be my lucky night?
How can anyone know
what the magic of the evening
will conjure?
ma'am?
Come and find out.
Dan Luskin wrote this article, and is Publications Director at Kenyon College.
Fred Zinn '87 illustrated
this piece, and is a freelance illustrator in Massachusetts with
a day job in public higher education.
Editor 's Note: This article
and accompanying illustration
was submitted by the Kenyon
Do NOT dip the president
College Office of Public Affairs.

Sunday, October 26
All-fait-

worship service

h

10:30-11:3-

cum.

0

Church of the Holy Spirit
Faculty-studeNoon-l:3-

0

nt

brunch

p.m.

Peirce Hall

"A Fall Celebration"
4 p.m.
BFEC
2--

Music and activities for all ages.
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Odyssey translator
to address ceremony

A voice from the past,

Confidence in the future

Octobeer 21, 2003

BY CHARLOTTE

NUGENT

StaffWriter

(President S. Cjeorgia idugent
President, 'Kenyan Coffege

Tear President ifuqent.
Moments ago, and with moments to spare before 1 begin to meet with
Carfeton Coffege 1 nistees, the CoCCeaian kindfy asked me to write to you a
fetter of welcome. "At Kenyon, we often (earned to think on our feet, to write
and to speak with fittfe advanced notice, andl wiffutifize this Kenyon

training

fiere.

is (America's most beautiful college, and it surefy is, andiftfie
Coffege' s finest art collection is tfie campus itself enyon is also tfie rare
demonstration that one can trust his senses, 'There, on that gforious hiff,
one gets what he sees, and what one sees is how weffa fiheraf education can
he fashioned. And this happens because the Coffege is centraffy about

if Kenyon

people, and the peopfe ofdCenyon are an uncommonfy tafented and committed group. T'he Coffege afso has a distinctively rich history, one connected
with the forger history of our country in ways that surpass every expectation; 1 know that you have begun to master this history, andl nope you will
encourage 'Kenyon students to do the same.
Advice 1 witfnot offer because advice you do not need
enyon is bfessed
to have you feading the Coffege, and all of us who fove the Coffege are grate-fuft- o
you for assuming thisposition. It is a coffege of the first order, a
coffege inspiring deep and fasting foyafty, and a coffege which wiff become
finer stiff under your feadership.
Sincerefy,

Robert

31.

Oden,

Jr.

President, Carfeton Coffege

Robert Fagles, a renowned
classical scholar and former professor of classics at Princeton University, has been chosen by President
S. Georgia Nugent to be the keynote speaker at her inauguration on
Saturday, October 25th, 2003.
The chair of Princeton's comparative literature department for
nearly thirty years until his retirement in 2002, Dr. Fagles was an
important influence on many students and colleagues, including
President Nugent herself. "I invited
Professor Fagles because of my
great admiration for his work, his
career, and the role model he has
been in pursuing his own vision of
excellence," says Nugent.
Dr. Fagles won wide critical
acclaim upon the publication of his
translation of Homer's The Odyssey, including the American Academy of Arts and Letters' 1996
Award in Literature. He also received the 1991 Harold Morton
Landon Translation Award of the
American Academy of Poets for his
translation of Homer's The Iliad and
was nominated for a 1977 National
Book Award for his translation of
Aeschylus' The Oresteia.
As part of the inauguration
festivities, Professor Fagles will
also be presenting a reading from
his translation of The Odyssey at
11:15 AM on Saturday in the

Brandi Recital Hall. In an interview
with PBS, Professor Fagles comments on his decision to write a new
translation of the epic. "I think more
important than anything is... that I
was deeply fond of the poem, and a
great French translator, Even
Bonfois, said that if a work does not
compel us, it is untranslatable," says
Fagles.
"The Odyssey is full of personal reference to me and you and
everyone else in terms of autobiography, but, personal as that connection is, once you're inside the poem,
the poem is remarkably enlarging,
because it describes a world far
larger than any we can inhabit in
terms of adventure, geographical
scope, and danger."
Professor Fagles has been
lauded for his sensitive presentation
of women and domestic activities
in his translation. "I think I've been
assisted greatly by certain wonderful feminist critics," says Fagles in
the PBS interview. "But I think
that... women have meant a great
deal to me. My mother -- 1 was an
only child and my father died young
my wife of forty years, and my
two daughters.. .Equally important,
I suppose, is that anyone has to recognize that The Odyssey is a deeply
married poem. It's a poem for men
and for women, and if you don't try
to seize on that, you're missing a
great part of it"
Currently, Fagles is working on
a translation of Virgil's The Aeneid.
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Karzas too praises Nugent's
"sparkling wit, sense of humor,
and zest for life and knowledge."
She maintains that Nugent is good
at motivating people, at listening
carefully, and at asking the right
questions.

Karzas and Sullivan both
comment that Nugent seems to
think carefully before implementing major changes. "Nugent
does not seem like the sort of individual to make changes for the
sake of change," Karzas explains.
Furthermore, Hallinan says
she thinks "it's wonderful that we
have a female president."
Karzas echoes this conviction, saying that, "while I hope
that soon we will no longer speak
in terms of Kenyon's first woman
president as a benchmark, I do believe that Georgia Nugent has and
will continue to raise the College
to even higher levels of achievement than have been accomplished in the last decade."
Barth says he sees Nugent's
role as President "as twofold: first,
to give us a vision of where we as
a College should aspire to, and
second to challenge us to attain

'Georgia Nugent
has and will continue to raise the
College to even
higher levels of
achievement. '
Mary Kay Karzas
that vision by being the best college we can be."
Hallinan adds that, as the leader
of the College, Nugent must make
sure the faculty is doing their job
and "is of the highest quality." Additionally, she says, Nugent will
play a key role in fundraising for
the new athletic center and will be
part of the master planning activities that will define the campus's
physical look.
According to Barth, Nugent's
inauguration "provides us the opportunity to mark as a community
a fresh beginning in our efforts to
accomplish our shared mission as a
college. It's a chance to look up
from the road ahead to remember
who we are, why we're here, and
where we're going."

CONTINUED from Page Bl
wrought and thought with me."
Why does this change come
about? This is where the transformation of the tale gets really interesting.
There is a hint in the Homeric
Odyssey that the weary traveler
does not remain in Ithaka, but sails
off once again. It is this hint which
Dante picked up, transformed and
bequeathed to the later poet
Tennyson. In Homer's epic, when
Odysseus is finally reunited with
Penelope after all those years, he
g
admits to her at once that his
is not entirely over.
Odysseus relates the rather strange
tale that a prophet told him it is
decreed that, at some point in the
future, Odysseus would have to
undertake a mysterious journey.
He is to travel inland, carrying an
oar over his shoulder, until he
meets someone who asks him
what he is carrying; he must then
plant the oar in the ground. The
point of this odd tale seems to be
that the master sailor Odysseus
will, in some sense, be bringing
knowledge of the sea and sailing
to people who live so far inland
they are unfamiliar with the sea.
It seems to be this peculiar
Iwist in Odysseus' tale that led
Dante to a quite marvelous trans
wan-derin-

formation of the Ulysses figure.
This transformation is what makes
Ulysses a particularly appropriate
thematic figure for the College inauguration, for he becomes in
Dante's poemas he was not in
earlier literary history a figure
whose single-minde- d
quest is not
for Ithaka, but for knowledge. In
Dante's Inferno, the narrator travels through the underworld, encountering a myriad of sinners who have
been condemned to the various
circles of hell for their respective
sins. The condemned include all
and Chriskinds of people-pag- an
tian, historical and fictional, Italian
contemporaries of Dante, even
popes! Ulysses is among them.
As he does in a handful of instances, Dante depicts Ulysses in
such a way that though he is
condemned to hell as a sinner
he is ennobled by the poet's verse.
When Dante encounters him,
Ulysses confesses that, upon his return to Ithaka, "not fondness for a
son, nor duty to an aged father, nor
the love I owed Penelope . . could
conquer within me the passion I had
to gain experience of the world and
of the vices and the worth of men."
This is the origin of a completely new interpretation of
Ulysses. The direct relationship to
Tennyson is clear in lines which
.

occur a bit later in Dante's text:
brothers,' I said, 'who through a

hundred thousand perils have
reached the west, to this so brief
vigil of the senses that remains to
us choose not to deny experience,
... You were not born to live as
brutes, but to follow virtue and
knowledge.'"
For ancient authors, Ulysses
was typically considered a master
of clever strategies and even, on the
negative side, a bit of a trickster. But
onfrom Dante's
wards, Ulysses could become a potent symbol of the insatiable seeker
after knowledge.
In choosing Tennyson's
"Ulysses" as the basis for the inaugural theme, my hope is to highlight
the wonderful plasticity of classical
myths which are constantly available for our reinterpretation, in ways
that can help us make sense of our
own lives. In leading Kenyon into
the future, it is my hope to draw
upon Kenyon's past in a similar way
that provides energy and integrity
to visions of the possible that are
fully grounded in the highest ideals
re-imagin-

of the

ing

past.

Georgia Nugent is the I8h
president of Kenyon College.
Editor's note: This article was
submitted by the Kenyon College
Office of Public Affairs.
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Monkey meets technology in Olin gallery's current exhibit
TED HORNICK
Staff Writer

.
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the piece by making it create
noise and movement.
Luensman's Eolian has a
playful nature aided by the level
at which we are allowed to interact with it, but the display has
a surreal and somewhat frightening quality as well. For example, the Door Alarm instantly
makes visitors feel like trespassers, which draws your attention
to the exhibit rather than letting
you breeze through on your way
to the AV room or computer lab.
This discomfort is furthered

""""

The first thing you are bound
to notice upon entering the new
exhibit Eolian (currently on display in Olin Gallery until November 2nd) is a loud siren that
immediately draws your attention to a small red car and
speaker hanging over a fire

i

alarm. This piece, appropriately
titled Door Alarm AKA Companion for FIRE is a perfect repre-

sentation of the wacky and

L

!
.

display by
Anthony Luensman '88. It also
effectively accomplishes two of
his goals: making the gallery
part of the exhibit and provoking audience interaction.
The title Eolian is a word
thought-provokin-

g

used to discuss objects brought
together by wind, but it also subtly contains the name of the gallery holding the show. This is just
a small example of the artist's intention in making the gallery more
than a "container" for the art. Another example of this can be seen
in the piece Gallery Buoys which
shows four small and squishy
"map-blobthat depict the stairs
leading into the gallery and the
halls leading off of it.
s"

The pedestaled primate

is

part of the Olin exhibit Eolian.

Dan Younger writes that
Luensman "generously invites the
gallery visitor into an active dialogue with artwork," and this is no

understatement. The extent of
interactivity aiding the piece gives

the art new dimensions.
Luensman's Thunder Vats and
Motor Rain appears at first simply to be a tall steel cylinder with
traces of blue light pouring out of
the sides.
When one touches the small
joystick connected to the huge
steel tube, eerie and ominous
rumbles start emerging from the
inside of it. It's like having a con

About Schmidt (2002)

Nicholson plays Walter
Schmidt, who leaves his job for the
last time at the age of 65 and wakes
up the next morning with nothing
to do. Despite his complaints and
without his assistance, his daughter Jeannie (Hope Davis, Ame rican
Splendor) plans her wedding to a
lowly mattress salesman (Dermot
Mulroney, Lovely and Amazing),

and Schmidt is forced to reexamine his life and try to renew
his sense of meaning. His ensuing
journey guides him though the
highlights of his life and deposits
him in Colorado at his daughter's
wedding.

Nicholson took home his unprecedented sixth Golden Globe
for his low-ke- y
performance, and
Payne's screenplay, adapted from
the novel by Louis Begley, netted
him his first. Kathy Bates (Misery)
excels as Jeannie's eccentric
mother-in-lain an Academy
w

versation with the Monolith from
2007: A Space Odyssey. The piece
"Annie Sprinkles" has an interesting musical dimension. It takes its
name from a sexually confrontational performance artist.
A similar childish quality is
n
shown in the piece Ohio
Cowzandpigz, a collaboraTru-ac-tio-

tion between Luensman and
Kenyon graduate Patrick
B.Williams. The display recreates elements of Williams' work
and combines them with
Luensman's aesthetic to make
new art. In addition, we can
bring our own contributions to

U

P

Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley A uditorium

Alexander Payne's critically
acclaimed and award-winnin- g
third film, About Schmidt, marks
him as one of the finest directors
of his generation. Payne's (Citizen
Ruth, Election) work holds a sobering tone of realism that is only
made more effective by thin layers of overzealous hyperbole. His
ability to control his eccentric tendencies and capture reality at its
most grave and heartbreaking is,
in About Schmidt, taken to a level
above his already accomplished
work. The same can be said of star
Jack Nicholson (Five Easy Pieces,)
who departs from his notoriously
"zany" roles to deliver a subtle,
moving performance.

,

imdb.com

T"!

by"Pierce, Chambers and
Church," an exhibit installed directly over the entrance to the
gallery.

Four customized bicycle
horns recite lectures by previous Kenyon presidents and
move back and forth, seemingly studying the scene in
front of them. The influential
Professor Philip Church (to
whom Eolian is dedicated) lectures over a horn at the apex,
and the others stop and fix
their attention on him. It's a
funny moment that stands out
in the exhibit and invites countless interpretations.
The

presidents' lectures

noisily overlap, and only when

fathom why a celebrity (Dermot
Mulroney, About Schmidt) has
suddenly taken a liking to her. It
is uncertain how it will all come
together in the end.

;V

.u

Frailty (2002)

they stop to listen to Professor
Church can we make out anything that is said. This suggests
an interesting dynamic between
the different entities students encounter while in college, contrasting the sounds as if to ask, "Who
would YOU rather listen to?" In
addition, the horns' similarity to
security cameras gives them a distinct 1984 feel. The wires andv
computers that keep the piece
running (including one built by
Luensman himself) appear to
climb over the wall like futuristic vines, striking a contrast
between the library and the increasing role of technology in
studies.
If you are an art student, you

have probably already seen
Luensman exploring the campus
and talking to students. Last
week, he delivered a lecture featuring slides and films of all the
facets of his art, including his
work with the alternative puppet
group Saw Theater. He worked

with students and faculty
around the clock to install Eolian, and the effort shows. Eolian is a fascinating piece that
forces us to put more of ourselves into art in order to get
more out of it.

father's claims, and even more
horrified when the father carries out the acts. Adam, the
younger son, follows his father
blindly and doesn't understand
his brother's reluctance.
The film "is told mainly
through flashback, as one of the

Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.
Higley A uditoirum

grown sons, (Matthew

Mc-Conaugh-

ey,

Lone Star) who
fesses the crimes of his father to
an FBI agent investigating the
killings. This narrative style lends
itself to many intensely dark
scenes. Since all the killings take
place in a bam, lighting is particularly dim, and Paxton uses the
darkness to his advantage in expressing the horrors taking place
The setting is so bleak
that hopelessness pervades every
frame. While the elements are
rather stereotypical for such a
offering, there is
considerably more packed into
this film because the characters
and scenarios are so convincingly surreal.
Brian Schiller
con-

Bill Paxton's directorial debut
Frailty, is most terrifying because

its narrative conceit seems almost

plausible.
imdb.com
Lovely

and Amazing relies

on characters, rather than facetious plotlinbes.

d
performance.
The finest points, though, come
from Payne's graceful attention to
detail and his unflinching eye for
bitter reality.
Award-nominate-

Lovely and Amazing (2002)
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
In a film featuring an ensemble cast made up of several
leading actresses, the writer or director often seeks to make a point
or reveal some universal truth.
This is not the case with Nicole
Holofcener's Lovely and Amazing,
which succeeds through a focus on
reality and truth, instead of trying
to beat a point into the audience's
head. Everything that transpires in
Lovely and Amazing is gravely
real and characters aren't threaded
along facetious plot lines to entertain the audience.
The depth and development
of the leading actresses is almost
palpable. Jane, mourning the death
of her husband, is a mother of
three. Her two other daughters,
Michelle (Catherine Keener, Being

John Malkovich) and Elizabeth
(Emily Mortimer, Elizabeth), suffer from their own
failures. Michelle can't sell any of
her artwork, and her days consist
of watching cartoons with her
children. Elizabeth, horrified by
her own body, is convincedshe
isn't sexy enough to make it in
Hollywood.
Believing herself to be overweight and unattractive, Jane
(Brenda Blethyn, Secrets & Lies)
has decided to undergo
Michelle and Elizabeth try
their best to oversee their mother's
outpatient surgery, but when complications arise, they take care of
adopted daughJane's 8 year-ol- d
ter, Annie (Raven Goodwin, The
Station Agent). When Michelle is
forced into working, she takes a
part-tim- e
photo,
job at a one-ho(Jake
working with a 17 year-ol- d
Gyllenhaal, Donnie Darko). Annie
is a confused young African-America- n
girl. Because her foster
mother is white, she doesn't understand why she can't have her
mother's skin or why the difference matters at all. Elizabeth can't
self-conceiv-

ed

lipo-suc-tio-

A

father (Paxton,

A

Simple Plan) comes to his two
young boys in the middle of the
night, telling them he has received
a message from God. God has
granted this father the ability to see
demons, and has provided him
with the tools necessary to remove
the demons from the earth so the
children may be saved. The demons look just like regular people,
so there's no telling who they may
be.
His two sons are divided in
their reactions. The older son,
Fenton, is skeptical of his

off-came-

ra.

low-budg-

et

n.

ur
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,
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imdb.com

Paxton's character in Frailty believes God chose him to kill demons.
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Collegian interviews Sandi Simcha DuBowski:
Director treads uncharted territory with Trembling Before
suffering so deeply that I had to
create something that would relieve that pain.

BY ARIEL LUDW1G

Features Editor

Renowned film maker Sandi

Simcha DuBowski visited
"Kenyon this week and spoke
about his latest film, Trembling
The film, a documenBefore G-tary about homosexuality in the
d.

Orthodox Jewish Community,
leaves the viewer with a sense of

hope, despite its serious and
sometimes disturbing subject
matter..
After the screening of

bling Before

G--

d,

Trem-

DuBowski

spoke about the process of making the film and offered updates
on the lives of the individuals featured in the film. At a reception
afterwards, he discussed his next
project, documenting homosexuality in religious Muslim communities. Later, he agreed to an interview with the Collegian.

T.K.C. Can you talk a little about
your family and where you grew
up?
I grew up in deep coastal
Brooklyn, in a Conservative
Jewish home, and my family

S.S.D.

made syrup. ...

I

really had not

known any Orthodox people,
and I certainly did not know any
Orthodox gay people, so it is
sort of a mystery as to why I did
this movie. Sometimes I feel
like you choose projects, and
sometimes they choose you.
T.K.C. What was your family's
reaction to the film?
' S.S.D. I think that my family is
really proud. They didn't realjy
know how to talk about my coming out as gay; it was really a

challenge for them. But after
this, they could say, "Sandi has
an award, and he is traveling to
L.A. to show it." Like Jewish
parents, they need bragging
rights; in this way, they don't
have to talk directly about my
homosexuality.
T.K.C. What was the moment
that you knew that this was a
project that you had to do, and
what led up to that?
S.S.D. I knew when I started to
meet people who had been kicked
"out of their families, thrown out
of religious schools and, in marriages, betraying their husbands
or wives. I realized that I had to
do this film because people were
in such incredible pain, and
I

j. j

--

ijraffn
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T.K.C. And how did you come
in contact with them?
S.S.D. Lots of
and phone
calls, and then six years of crisscrossing the globe, trying to find
anyone by any means possible.
There is a group in Israel
called the Orthodykes, and they
told me that there was this
woman I had to meet. So I met
her in a parking lot, and she
looked at me and asked me a few
questions. She sort of checked
me out and then left. The
Orthodykes told me that I could
call her house, but if her husband
picked up the phone, then I had
to say that I was looking for an
arranged marriage.
And then a year later I interviewed her, but only her voice
with a little tape recorder, and I
was going to change the sound.
e-m-

ails

But then a year after that, I
brought back the silhouetted interviews and she saw them, and
said, "Oh, I can do this." So she
interviewed in silhouette with
her voice changed. But that process took three years. Her husband still doesn't know that she
is in a movie, never mind that she
is a lesbian.
And then David ... pulled out
of the film six or seven times because he thought that, by being
in the film, he was violating
Kibbud Av Vein, the principle of
honoring one's parents. He
thought that by being in the film,
he was shaming his family. ... so
everyone took incredible risks to
come forward, and were incredibly brave. The people in Trembling are the pioneers, they are
really the first ones to speak
about their lives.

T.K.C. How did the idea for the
film occur to you to begin with,
especially in the documentary
format?
S.S.D. Curiosity. I was interested
in whether there was homosexuality in the Orthodox world, and
I kind of just went out and started
to shoot. Then I went to this gay
conference and met Mark, and at
that point he was completely not
religious; he had been kicked out
of seven Yeshivas. I also met Israel right after that, from a flier
that he had for Big Kinish Tours.
Then again, a few months later I
met Michelle, so that is really
how the project began.

T.K.C. You talked about going
to services for the High Holidays; what sect of Judaism, if
any, do you identify with now?
S.S.D. I feel that my Judaism is
nurtured and nourished from Orthodox Judaism. Growing up

Conservative,

I

didn't really

have that much of a connection,
but I was basically brought into
this whole world by all of these
Hassidic gay and lesbian people.
I shared their Shabbat tables with
them; I celebrated the holidays
with them; they taught me songs;
they taught me how to lay tefillin
phylacrities that Jewish people
wear on their hands and heads during prayer and how to davin pray
in different ways.
I have started to learn Torah
every week with a Hassidic gay
man. It is such a strange portal into
Judaism. These are people who are
really passionate and committed,

despite being shut out; they
weren't going to leave. They are
Jewish in the way that they want
to be, because that is what they
love, that is what gives their life
meaning. I think it rubbed off.
I have a lot of people that I
know, so I have a lot of community; and it is not really connected
to my family, because my family
is not really religious. So it is like
a different form of family, the Jewish people as family, the circles
you move in as family. ... It is a
gift; the Torah is a gift; being a Jew
is a gift, as Mark says in the movie.

T.K.C. Through this entire

pro-

cess, what is the strangest situation or place that you have found
yourself in?
,

S.S.D. Everything has been so
strange from the beginning of this
project. There is a whole phenom

enon that I never expected; we
have had all of these people in the
audience stand up and say, "Hi, I
am Christian, and I am gay. How
can I become an Orthodox Jew?"
.There are actually a handful of
people who I have met on this tour
who have actually converted to
Judaism.
Here is this film about people
in such a hard place; yet they see
such incredible bravery, joy and
beauty. And now they are going
to become Jews. That, to me, is
one of the strangest, most unpredictable things.
For instance, I saw one of
these women over Simchas Torah her name is Liz and I was
able to interview her for the DVD.
So that has been one of the strangest things.
Also, the film has played in
some of the strangest places. I
mean, it even played in Botswana.
There are very few Jews in
Botswana. But that is how much
the film really translates over cultural lines.
K.C.

After hearing all of these

stories, why do you think that
people are attracted to Orthodoxy
even when it rejects who they are?
S.S.D. Because people are not
willing to cut their left arm off to
save the right. They are not willing to cut off their spirituality to
keep their sexuality. It is like their
Orthodoxy is their breath of life,
the meaning in their soul and the
history in their blood it is every- -
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Sandi Simcha DuBowski.

thing. It is not so easy to extract
and just say "lets change to be reform;" that is such a different taste
and a different philosophy.
And I think that what we are
witnessing is a flexibility in Orthodoxy. I mean, 15 Orthodox
synagogues invited us to come
screen. We are convening the first
ever mental health conference on
homosexuality in a few weeks. We
have done a massive project in the
Isreali school system. So all of
these doors are opening. There is
hope.
K.C. What type of education
gram was it in Isreal?

pro-

S.S.D. We trained 1 1 facilitators
in Jerusalem, and they held
screenings and led dialogues for
2,000 principles, counselors and
school teachers.

Chess club thrives on competition
BY

CHARLOTTE NUGENT
Staff Writer

Kenyon College Chess Club
President:
Johnny Sadoff '06
Contact:
" sadoffjkenyon.edu
In existence for:
about seven years

Number of members:
Practices:

8--
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Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7: 15
in Lower Dempsey
The Kenyon College Chess
Club may exist solely to play the
game of chess, but that definitely
doesn't make it dull.
"We are the coolest club on

campus," says club president
Johnny Sadoff '06. "That's what
people don't know."
The group has a relatively relaxed format, meeting twice a
week to "just play informal games
of chess," says Sadoff. The club
also stages a few events on campus, including a recent campus-wid- e
chess tournament in which
anyone could compete for prizes.

Additionally, says Sadoff, "I teach
a chess club at Wiggin Street Elementary School."
Occasionally, the group gets
a bit more competitive and plays

in tournaments against other
schools. "Ohio Wesleyan will be
coming at the end of this month,
and we'll play against them," says
Sadoff.
Last year, four members of the
club Sadoff, Dave Rogoff "06,
Andrew Kilpatrick '03 and Andrew
Shelby '03 attended the
Intercollegiate Chess
Championships in Florida over winPan-Americ-

an

ter break.
"I placed 24th out of 200 or so

players," says Sadoff. "The other
members hadn't played in tournaments before, and for their experience, they placed really well."
The club plans to continue attending the championships and to
have further success.
"I think this year's freshmen
including Stu Schisgall. Mike
Block, Corbin Pomeranz and
are a promising
Geetha Kannan
look into the future," says Sadoff.
"It's been very difficult; the core of
our group were seniors who left last

year, but ... numerous freshmen are
joining the club."
And women, take notice: according to Sadoff, "We have only
two girls in the club. We need more
girls."
The members seem to agree
that the club's strength lies in its congenial atmosphere. "It's so nonchalant and chill," says Mike Block '07.
Adds Sadoff, "On a rainy day, you
can't always play tennis or something, but you can always play
chess."
And if you don't know how to
play the game, have no fear. "We
would definitely teach people how
to play chess who don't know how
to play," says Sadoff. "In fact, I enjoy teaching the game a lot more
than playing it."
If you find yourself with nothing to do on a rainy day, consider
giving the chess club a try. "We encourage anyone to come to the
club," Sadoff stresses. 'They don't
need to know the rules to the game.
All they need is the slightest inkling
to want to learn. It's certainly a game

everyone can learn, and I encourage people to come out and experience it."
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Field Hockey splits a pair; sees playoff hopes dim
Sarah Pfeifer. She was assisted on
the goal by junior Maggie Rosen.
The Ladies led 1 for most of the
rest of the game, as the Ladies
staunch defense kept the Bishops

BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS

Opinions Editor

2--

The same song keeps playing
over and over for the Kenyon College Ladies Field Hockey team, as
they dropped yet another one-gomatch to the Wittenberg Tigers this
weekend. Building off an
win against the Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan earlier
in the week, the Ladies hoped to
gain momentum and make a push
for the fourth and final playoff spot
in the North Coast Athletic Conference with a win over the Tigers.
In the end, the light of the Ladies
playoff chances became ever so
dimmer, as the Ladies were defeated
dropping them to 9
overall and 7 in the NCAC. For
now, the Ladies must win the remainder of their games in the
NCAC and await the outcome of
several other NCAC match-up- s
this week to determine if this year's
schedule will extend beyond the
regular season.
Knowing that their next three
games were must-win- s
to keep
their playoff hopes alive, the Ladies took care of business against
Ohio Wesleyan. After the Bishops
took the early lead, scoring a goal
with 21:48 to go in the first half,
the Ladies took little time formulating a response. Just under three

.r

at bay.

Junior Liz Aragona scored her
g
eighth goal of the season for a seemingly unimportant
extra goal with three minutes to go
in regulation. But when the Bishops scored a goal with 47 seconds
left to play, Aragonas insurance
goal proved to be the difference,
and the Ladies won
e
Riding a
winning
streak, the Ladies had high hopes
gding into their Saturday afternoon
NCAC contest against the visiting
Tigers. With their playoff hopes on
the line, the Ladies were ready and

al

nce

1

ft

3-- 2.

5--

L

waiting for the Tigers. Said
Aragona, "Wittenberg is always
an exciting team to play. Because

of their advantage of playing
teams on turf, everyone is always
out to get them when they play
away."
The Ladies, who lost to the
Tigers earlier in the season by a
came out slowly in
count of
that game as it took time for them
to adjust to the quicker, smoother
play of turf. However, the Ladies
used their home field to their advantage, and held the quicker
Wittenberg team down through
the first 10 minutes of play.
"We had a much stronger start,
especially on the defensive end,"
said sophomore Kate Flinner. Fellow sophomore Lindsay Galvin
echoed Flinner's comments, saying, "We knew how to start; we
knew to mark tighter, we knew to
6-- 5,

minutes later, senior Annie
Huntoon evened the score and
took back any momentum the
Bishops had. Huntoon continued
her propensity for scoring goals at
opportune times, as the Ladies
took the momentum back, which
translated into a goal by first-year

First-ye-

Julia Sivon takes a shot past the Wittenberg goalkeeper this past

ar

cut to the ball, which really helped
us start stronger."
But the improved start did not
stop the Tigers from drawing first
blood, as they jumped out on top
with a goal in the 26th minute of
play. The Ladies kept their composure and stuck to their game plan
though, and continued to play tough
defense against the Tigers. Although
the Wittenberg team was quick to
the ball, the Ladies tight defensive
marks, especially on the Tiger's offensive corners, proved to be a successful strategy. This also correlated to the offense. "Intensity really made the offense see their options and gain the momentum to

loss capped a four game losing
streak that the Ladies wanted to
snap as soon as possible. Their
chance came when they played
Wittenberg University on Tuesday.
Kenyon not only needed to
snap their losing streak, but they
also needed a conference win to
have a shot at the postseason. A
win against Wittenberg would
have done both of these things, so

ANDREW HASS
Staff Reporter

Kenyon Ladies soccer has
faced some tough times lately,
losing several games that may
ultimately determine where they
go in the postseason. Recently,
a crucial game against Mount
Vernon Nazarene proved heartbreaking for the Ladies, as they
lost 0 to a difficult team. This
4--

ill

nu

the Ladies were especially
7-7-

said Aragona.
After the half, the Ladies and
Tigers traded goals as first-yeJulia Sivon put the Ladies on the
board to make the score 1 in the
Tigers favor, setting the stage for
a final
showdown between the Ladies offense and Tiger goalkeeper Jen Meyer. With
the final seconds ticking off the
clock, and possibly the Ladies season, the team had a number of corners in the final minutes of play,
ar

2--

two-minu- te

around for the Ladies, as

-1

d
in the 13th minute. A hard,
shot by Wittenberg's Geri
Woessner found the back of the
net, and the Tigers were up
early.
Despite the early disadvanwell-place-

1-

-0

tage, things quickly turned
I

pecially Margie Gordner '05. She
marked well and had a strong game,"

hun-

gry for victory. The Tigers,
record isn't exactly
whose
stellar, began the game against
Kenyon with a spectacular goal

ijiTOiTOu.1..i.j;u1;itgppjpBpMii

take shots on goal," sophomore
Allison O'Flinn said.
"The defense did a great job, es-

""'

'

.

for-

wards Guin Granite '05 and Amy
Gross '05 both scored goals two

minutes apart. Granite's slick
moves as she beat two Tiger defenders and the goaltender made
her goal especially exciting.
This was just the beginning
of Kenyon's offense. First-yeKristen Hansen managed to find
the ball in a sea of players and
kick it in just after a corner kick.
This goal, Hansen's first of the
season and the first in her college career, gave the Ladies a
comfortable 1 lead. Senior Sarah Gaddis' goal off of a penalty kick in the 75th minute increased the cushion in the score.
While Wittenberg kept the
ar

3--

1

game close and managed to
score another goal, it was first-yephenom Annie Brobst's
ar

...

.

goal that sealed the victory for
the Ladies. In the game against

Wittenberg,
i
:

,

'

I

Guin Granite '05 winds up to boot the ball downfield

1
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ekend

and several goals were literally
inches from finding the back of the
cage. As time expired, a frustrated
Ladies team lamented their missed
opportunities.
"The odds are so much in
your favor on comers," said Galvin.
"Every corner is a potential goal."
Although the Ladies missed
this opportunity to make up some
ground in the NCAC, as the postseason tournament approaches, the
team looks to keep their hopes alive
when they travel to take on league
leading-Oberli- n
today. At this point,
all they can do is win, and hope to
get some help from the other members of the NCAC.

skid with win over Tigers

Ladies Soccer snaps four-gam-e

I

r

two-gam-

4--

BY

1

team-leadin-

in-con-fere-

2-- 1,

"i)

Sarah Demaree

Kenyon had ten

shots on goal and goalie Emilee
Kaser '06 made four saves in the
win. With the help of their defense and their especially explosive offense, the Ladies had won
their second conference game of
the season comfortably.
With a loss against Mount

Vernon Nazarene and a win
against Wittenberg this past

week, the Ladies are looking towards next week with anticipation.
They will face Earlham on Saturday in an away game, and then
they will go to Oberlin for a match
on the 29th. Earlham is only
so far this season, and they have
lost to Hiram, a team that Kenyon
defeated easily. With luck, this
game should prove a successful
one for the Ladies, and it should
5-8- -1

prepare them for the game
against Oberlin only

a few days
later. Oberlin, meanwhile, is faring just about as well as the Ladies, recording only three wins
and 10 losses.
Oberlin and Earlham are the
last two stops on the Ladies
schedule before the postseason
begins, but it is unclear where the
team is headed once these two
games are over. Since the tournament at the end of the season depends on a team's record against
opponents, Kenyon
is eager to get more conference
wins on the board. Earlham and
Oberlin, both conference opponents, are ideal places to do get
these wins, and so the Ladies will
do their best to ensure victories in
the next week.
After a loss and a win, the
overall and
Ladies are
within their conference.
in-confere-

nce

5-10-

-1

2-4-

-0
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Lords Cross Country takes sixth at Ohio Northern
an incomplete squad out to the
race on Saturday. Three of their
most consitent runners were restricted to spectator status:
sophmore Kurt Hollender, junior
Andrew Sisson and freshman Ryan
Weinstock. Head Coach Duane
Gomez gave them all an opportunity to rest their legs in preperation
for the NCAC Championship in two

BY LIAM HAGGERTY

Sports Editor

"Knowing the course gives
you a lot more confidence about
your running," said Junior Captain Tyler Newman. The course
for the Ohio Northern University
Cross Country Invitational in
Ada, Ohio, is one that veteran
Lords runners know well, as the
team competed there twice last
year. The confidence from that
familiarity was turned into good
results for the team, which took
sixth place in a field of 13 teams,

weeks.

and particularly for Newman,
who was the best individual
Lords finisher. His time of 26:19
e
finish
earned him a
overall.

ir

Despite being undermanned,
the Lords were still able to finish
in the top half of the field as a
team. They were fueled by the
performances of Newman, Emig,
and Strader, in addition to strong
showings by sophomores Rich
Bartholomew and Robbie Molden.
Bartholomew placed 48th with a
time of 27:31.06, and Molden's
personal best of 28:29.52 earned
him the 82nd spot.
The team from Albion Col-

i

ninth-plac-

"I was really able to execute
I've been working on all
season: maintaining focus and
staying relaxed," said Newman.
"I knew I was running a great
race when I dropped a 5:10 third
what

mile."
"Tyler has been chipping
away at his PR personal record
all season, and has put himself into
a position where he can be a top-fiv- e
finisher at Conference," said
senior teammate Aaron Emig.
Emig, who has been practicing with the team all season
but has seen limited race time
due to rehab from an
calf surgery, ran Saturday as
well. Perhaps an indication that
he is on his way back toward last
off-seas-

on

lege was the overall winner.
Senior Aaron Emig leadsthe pack at
season's form, Emig ran a 26:40,
good enough for and individual
20th-plac- e
finish. The time was
a new personal best for Emig,
shattering his old mark by nearly
12 seconds.
"Having Aaron back as one
of our top runners gives me a lot
of confidence that the team has a
spereal shot in the
cifically at conferences," said
Newman.
Emig was pleased with his performance, and pleased with the
post-seaso-

Kevin Guckes

a Lords

practice
chance to be out there. "Things are
coming together at the right time
and it's great to be back competing with the team," said Emig. "It
killed me to sit and watch at the
beginning of the season."
Newman and Emig provided
upperclass leadership, but they
weren't the only Lords who contributed to the team's efforts.
Sophomore Sean Strader ran a
26:50 and earned a 28th place finish, as he continued what has already been a phenominal season for

n,

him individually. "He's ready to
go, and I expect him to drop something nasty in the
said Emig.
Personal best times were also
set by freshmen Colin O'Brien
and Matt Lobdell, and sophomore
post-season- ,"

Johnny Sadoff. This, "doesn't
surprise me given the hard work
that they've been putting in,"
said Emig.

Even with these performances, the Lords were not runas they sent
ning at
full-throttl- e,

Mount Union College was

sec-

ond, and Cedarville College,
which featured individual race
winner Dan Campbell running a
25:22, took third place. Host
Ohio Northern finished fourth,
and Denison University rounded
out the top five.
The ONU Invitational closes
out the Lords "regular" season,
and all that remains is the NCAC
Conference Championship, held

this year at the College of
Wooster. The Lords have this
weekend off before heading north
to Wooster on Saturday, Nov. 1st.

Ladies XC preps for conference championship at ONU
While some runners work to improve their times, others take week off to rest as NCAC meet looms on the horizon

Over

the

weekend

runners sat out this weekend's
race in order to rest for the
NCAC Championship. The race

144 runners, with a total of
10 Kenyon runners competing in

of

BY ANNE POMEROY
Staff Reporter

the

Kenyon Ladies competed against
some familiar competition at Ohio

Northern University, placing
sixth in a field consisting of 10
teams. The even boasted a total

the race in preparation for the
NCAC Championship. The team
met several other NCAC teams
against whom they will be competing at the NCAC Championship in two weeks.

this weekend was a 6000 meter
race, compared to the 5000 meter
events in which the Ladies normally compete. Sophomore runner Amy Wilkins was the top finisher for the Ladies, in 28th place

Several of the team's top

i

i

I

tft

-

J

VJ
j

with a time of 24:51. Following
Wilkins was Kathleen Moore in
43rd place, stopping the clock at
25: 15. Senior Erin Hayward came
in 55th place, crossing the finish
line at 25:45. Freshman Julia
Plonowski ran to a 65th place finish at 26:15. Rounding out the top
five for Kenyon was sophomore
Liz Torgersen, in 68th place at
26:22.
The race was very successful, considering the Ladies had
several of their top runners resting for the NCAC Champion-

ship. Seniors Anna Bloom,
Tenaya Britton and Laura Koss;
junior Heather McMillan, and
sophomores Christina McNamara
and Laura Rand were some of

.J

Kenyon's resting Ladies this

V'

Ladies runners at practice, going the extra mile in preparation for the NCAC Championship

Kevin Ciuckcs

weekend. Coach Duane Gomez
was very pleased with the team's
finish this weekend, saying that
he was "pretty impressed" with
how the Ladies stepped up despite the absence of some of their
top runners.
Although the course was
longer and more challenging than
usual, many of the Ladies had
personal bests for the 5000 meter
during the race.
Plonowski was one of the
Ladies who bested her old personal record. "I ran better than I
had all season," she said. "And
the course was just awesome."

Although the race was
longer than usual, Plonowski and
her teammates didn't seem to
find it any more difficult than
usual. For many of the runners,
the length was a nice change of
pace.
Denison University continued this season's strong team
performances,

finishing first

with 30 points. All the top three
finishers in this race attend

Denison University. Mount
Union College finished second
with 42 points, and host Ohio
Northern University rounded out
the top three with 82 points.
Elaine Binkley from Denison
was the top individual runner,
clocking in at 22:43.
The team felt this meet was
an excellent opportunity to get a
look at the teams it will face at

Conference. Plonowski cited
Denison University as a team that
would be tough to beat. In the
meantime the Ladies are focusing
on having a successful Conference
appearance. In preparation for
their next event, the Ladies will
begin to taper their mileage and
decrease the intensity of their
speed workouts to rest up before
the big event.
They will have this weekend
off before the NCAC Championat the College of
ship, Nov.
Wooster.
1
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Lords offense can't execute, spoils defense's big day
Kenyon defense stymies Oberlin; offense ineffective in red zone and struggles with turnovers in
game than a gridiron battle show
without further analysis that it
was a contest dominated by the

BY JAKE APPLEMAN

Staff Reporter
footThe Kenyon-Oberli- n
ball rivalry has picked up steam
in recent years. Two years ago,

defense.

Oberlin broke its infamous
losing streak against the
Lords. Last year's game featured
y
onslaught by a
a
Yeomen offense. All that set
the stage for a classic defensive
battle that left the Yeoman lucky
and the Lords wondering what
could have been, as they fell to
Oberlin
After last year's victory and

Lords against Oberlin. They
outyarded the Yeomen

44-ga-

56-poi- nt

me

big-pla-

9-- 6.

win over No.

However,

the

scoreboard underscored the offensive showing put out by the
361-24-

3.

Freshman Alby Coombs led
the Kenyon rushing attack with
145

yards. Senior quarterback

Brad Noojin rushed for 44 yards
as well, to go along with 144
yards passing, completing 12 of
24 passes. Freshmen Teddy
Bowman and Carlin Shoemaker

spearheaded the receiving

at-

13

tack, combining for seven

ranked Wooster, the Yeomen had
good reason to be extremely confident. The Yeomen were caught
off guard by a Lords defense that

catches and 1 14 yards.
The Oberlin offense tasted
end zone on their first drive,
capped off by quarterback Ryan
d
run. The
Squatri trio's
drive would be the only real
success they would have against
the resilient Kenyon defense until
early in the fourth quarter.

their

14--

7

dominated the game. The
Kenyon defense gave up only
243 total yards, yardage almost
equaled by the Kenyon ground
game.
Last year's game featured
eight touchdown drives, all of
which took under three minutes.
This year's Yeomen squad managed one touchdown drive of
four minutes and 2 seconds. All
of that translates into remarkable
1

defensive improvement. The
nine points given up were the
least in the last 17 games for the
Lords football program.
"The defense played hard,"
said sophomore Cory Cowles,
"and came up big when we
needed them to."

Most football games that
end up with the final score looking much more like a baseball

one-yar-

53-ya-

nitely big up front. We've got
good linemen. It's just that we're
not getting it done. I don't know
what the exact problem is. It's
tough."

row. Last season, an interception
return for a touchdown by Semper completely shifted the mo

mentum and catapulted the Yeomen to their big win. For an encore, Semper followed last year's
act, with a an interception of a
Noojin pass while the Lords were
driving on the Oberlin 34 yard
line.
As far as the winloss column
is concerned, the defensive effort
put up by the Lords fell short of
its goal. However, their showing
was nothing short of incredible. To
go from giving up 56 points to
nine is truly a testament to how
hard they have worked and how
much they have learned under the
new coaches.
The continuing success of the
Kenyon rushing attack was another

Quarterback Brad Noojin fires

during

Another Woodcock field
goal knotted the game up at six

toward the end of the third
quarter. That field goal put
Woodcock at seven for seven
on the season, and fifth all time
among Kenyon placekickers.
After the Yeomen finished
up the scoring, Quammie Semper came back to haunt the
Lords for the second year in

9-- 6

loss

positive displayed in the Oberlin
game that has defined the Lords this
season. They are averaging 155
yards rushing per game, and have
already surpassed last year's rushing total.

"It's great, but it'd be nice to
have some wins," said Coombs.
"It's cool as an accomplishment."
The Lords should use the positives from this game when they
travel to Hiram and try to break the
three game skid.
"We were all hyped ... all on
edge ... There were lots of big stops
and big plays," said Coombs. "The
energy was up, and we played to the
end. We all played a very good
game."

rd

Following the score, the
Lords special teams came up big
by blocking the extra point.

While Kenyon outyarded
Oberlin in the first half, those
numbers are deceiving due to the
inconsistency of the Lord offense.
Kenyon fumbled twice and punted
field goal by juntwice. A
ior Ben Woodcock was all the
Lords could muster offensively in
the first half. The same red zone
inconsistency that plagued the
Lords in their week one loss to
Centre came back to bite big time
in the
Oberlin contest.
"We've been talking about
that," Coombs said. "We're defi
20-ya- rd

hard-foug-

ht

a pass

a

seven-on-sev-

Kevin Guckes

drill at practice

en

Ballroom dance starts season on right foot, places second
Cornell University Competition Individual Results
American Smooth Bronze
- Becky Pogany '05
& Jason Stewart
6th place Waltz
5th place Tango
- Sarah Murdock

'05

-

- Becky Pogany '05
& Jason Stewart
6th place Waltz

6th place Tango
6th place Quickstep

& Ksenia Sokolyanskaya '04

3rd place Waltz
3rd place Foxtivt
3rdplace Tango
- Marta Evans

'06
'06

& Brian Neenan

7th place Tango
Newcomer American Smooth Bronze
--

--

AleCustato'06

&JoeyNieLson'06
8th place Foxtror

International Standard Bronze
- Ksenia Sokolyanskaya '04
& Sarah Murdock '05
7th place Waltz

--

Newcomers Rhythm
Amy Loria '07
& Britain Witcock '06
3rd place Rumba
4th place Swing

Becky Pogany '05
Jason Stewart
6th place Rumba
5th place Swing

&

-

Cori Harai '07 & Chris Laco '07
3rd place Quickstep

Hannah Drummond '07 & Joey
Nielson '06
4th place Quickstep
6th place Waltz
-

International Latin
Ksenia Sokolyanskaya '04
& Paul Barash

--

Gold Level Rhythm
Ksenia Sokolyanskaya 04
& Sarah Murdock '05
3rd place Bolero

--

--

Cori Harai '07 & Chris Laco '07
6th place Rumba

Charlotte Nugent '07
Schisgall '07
4th place Swing

Newcomer International Bronze
- Kelly Smallwood 05 & Britain
Wilcock '06
4th place Waltz
2nd place Quickstep

AmyLoria'07

& Brian Neenan '06
1st place Foxtrot
2ndplace Tango

Allyson Whipple '06
'06
7th place Tango

& Brian Neenan

"

f

f

W

r

,8
)

&

lst place
lst place
lst place
lst place

Cha-Ch-

a

Rumba
Jive
Samba

Stuart

I

Rebekah Morris '07 & Stuart
Schisgall '07
5th place waltz
6th place Quickstep
-

Rhythm
- Sarah Murdock '05
& Jason Stewart

2nd place

Cha-Ch- a

Senior Ksenia Sokolyanskaya and her partner light up the dance floor at Cornell University

Amy Loria

1
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Ladies Volleyball breaks out with perfect weekend
Kenyon defeats Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan convincingly; Sarah Wild '04 named NCAC Player of the Week
BY

D.D. CARDEN
Staff Reporter

The Ladies did not lament
their close loss to Denison last

Monday.

They

defeated

Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan in
six straight wins Saturday, at

Oberlin. They demolished
Oberlin in the first match in
three almost identical games
(30-2and
handled Wesleyan in a similar
fashion,
"The crucial part about
1,

30-2-

(31-2-

30-2-

1,

30-2-

9,

0)

8,

30-14-

).

this weekend was that we did
not let up in the third game of
either match," said Captain
Sarah Wild '04.
Wild was named the NCAC

Player of the Week, the first
Lady to be so honored this year.
She played an amazing game,
racking up 40 kills, 42 digs and
five blocked shots for the Ladies, giving them the upper
hand against these two teams.
"Sarah's playing experience, ability, and leadership
skills have made her an indis

c

I

pensable part of our team,"

played with great intensity and
all their heart," said Wild.
"This was the last conference
match for the seniors, so I
think we all wanted to go out
with a bang."
MacPherson also praised
Raji, and the rest of the tea.m
for allowing her true skill to
help dominate this game.
"Our setters did a great job
of spreading out the offense,
which really gave Liz a chance
to shine. Liz's front court play
was probably the best I have
seen her all year. We focused
on setting the block because of
the other team's inconsistent
sets, and Liz stepped up and
answered the challenge."
The games were not only
satisfying, but also telling.
Their level of play was so
dominant over that of OWU
and Oberlin that some of the
younger players were able to
step in and give the fans a taste
of what they have to look forward to in the coming years.
"We were able to get some
of our younger players into the
match," said Wild. "Emily
Morgan '06, Natalia Serrano
'06, and Rhadha Thombre '06,
really stepped in and played
aggressive ball."
It is especially encouraging that the Ladies were able

said Coach Pam MacPherson.
Wild has racked up an intimidating 318 kills this season, the highest on the team.
She ranks second in digs with
323, and owns an impressive
37 blocks and seven serving
aces in her repertoire.
But Wild is not ready to
take all the credit for her
team's success, nor does she
seem to want it.
"Two of the other seniors,
Liz Raji and Kirsten Engdahl

...

I

The Ladies look ready for anything in games against OWU and Oberlin

6
to close a
season
two big wins. They were
to work out the kinks in
play, finishing strong in
13-1-

with
able
their
both

matches, and allowing their
opponents the fewest points in
each third game. The Ladies
have struggled with holding a
high level of play all year,
ashortcoming that cost them
the game at Denison.
Their performance in the
end of these two games shines
hope on the idea that, next
year, this team will truly play
to the level of which they are
capable.
"In the past, we have come
out strong in matches and then
struggled to keep our intensity," said MacPherson. "On
Saturday, the learn really
played together and stayed
consistently strong throughout
the day. The two wins put us
sixth in conference, which is a
little lower than I was hoping
for this year in the NCAC.
But our overall record can still
reach our goal if we continue
to play like we did this past
weekend."
The Ladies have six more
games ahead of them, including
the Kenyon Invitational this Friday and Saturday. The matches
start at 4 p.m. on Friday and 10
a.m. on Saturday.

Kevin Guckes

Lords soccer holds on for 2--2 tie with Wabash College
BY C.J.

MITTICA

Staff Reporter

No one can say that the Kenyon
Men's Soccer team has been setting
the NCAC on fire. The Lords have
struggled in the first half of their
conference schedule, compiling an
4
record against the top teams of
their division. A week layoff from
games was the exact tonic that the
Lords were looking for, and it
showed in a vastly improved performance this Saturday against
Wabash College. Despite dominating for the entire game and putting
together its best offensive showing
of the season, Kenyon was forced
to settle for a 2 tie.
"When we have so much talent, it's frustrating to give games
away like we did against Wabash,"
0--

2--

said senior

co-Capta-

in

Jeff

Embleton.
"On the chances we created,
is
that definitely a game we should
have won," said Assistant Coach
Ollie Slawson. The first half belonged to the Lords, as the team was
able to prevent the Little Giants
from creating offensive opportunities. Offensively, Kenyon was able
to put continual pressure on
Wabash's defense. The Lords' best
method of attack came on the throw-in- s
of senior Kevin Luby, who is
able to fling the ball into the box
from the final third of the offensive
end. By flooding the box with players, the Lords were able to generate

decent scoring chances, the best
coming off a header by senior forward Duma Magagula that was
range
stopped at near point-blan- k
by the Wabash keeper. Still, despite
the impressive start, the Lords entered halftime with a 0 tie.
"The first 10 minutes, we had
some great opportunities to score,"
Slawson said, "but we couldn't
breakthrough and get that first goal."
The second half proved to be a
different story entirely when it came
to scoring. It was the Little Giants
who jumped on the scoreboard first.
A mere three minutes into the half,
a shot from the left side eluded senior goalie Dave Handy and found
the right side of the net. Though a
tough goal to give up, it would not
sully Handy's performance, as he
made four saves in his first start of
0--

Slawson, "and give ourselves a great
chance of winning."
This time, however, the Lords
were even more anxious to even the
seconds after
game up. forty-fiv- e
Wabash took the lead, Magagula
was able to head the ball into the
box and draw a foul on the Wabash
goalie. Though he was injured on
the play, the forward got his team a
penalty kick, which sophomore defender Dave Palchak drove into the
top right portion of the goal to tie
the game at
In both overtimes, the Lords
had plenty of good scoring oppor
tunities, but the elusive third goal

equalizer for the Lords. The senior
forward collected the ball in the
middle of the box, and then turned
and buried the ball low and to the
left to notch the game at one goal
apiece.
Wabash regained the lead eight
minutes later, sending in a header
off a free kick that found the top right
of the net. The Lords were down
again, but coming back on teams has
been a recurring theme throughout
the year. Kenyon has come back to
tie games against eight different
teams this year.
"We've always been able to
pull ourselves level," commented

i

,

"

2-- 2.

would not be theirs, forcing them to
settle for the 2 tie. In the end,
Kenyon could be satisfied with the
impressive offensive game they put
together as well as breaking their
losing streak but they know this is
a game they should have won.
As they finish out their conference schedule, the Lords' goals remain modest.
2--

"Hopefully, we can upset
somebody's playoff chances and
change the way that the conference
ends up," said Embleton. The Lords
will get that chance Saturday as they
travel to Earlham College for a 3
p.m. start.

B

the year.

"Freshman goalie Rob
McMillan has been playing excellent, but we gave him the day off
and gave Dave a chance," said
Slawson. "He didn't make a mistake the whole game, and we were
pleased with his performance."
The Lords nearly responded in
impressive fashion. Senior captain
Andrew Sheridan took a blazing
shot from 35 yards off that clanged
off the crossbar and bounced to
freshman

forward

"

'

'
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Norman

Kaufman, whose shot also bounced
off the top. The disappointment of
that missed opportunity was soon
put aside, as Magagula scored the

Hans Wetzel '07 races upfield with the ball for the Lords

Sarah Dcmaree

